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INTRODUCTION 

The Sixth International Workshop on Future Aviation Activities conducted by the 
Transportation Research Board (TRB) was held at the National Academy of Sciences in 
Washington, D.C. on September I 3-15, I 989. It was sponsored by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), the TRB Committee on Aviation Economics and Forecasting 
(AlJ02), and the TRB Committee on Light Commercial and General Aviation (AlJ03). 
The Co-Chairman of the workshop were John W. Fischer (Congressional Research 
Service), Chairman of the AlJ02 Committee, and by Frederick P. Dibble (SAAB Aircraft 
of America), Chairman of the AIJ03 Committee. Liaison with the Federal Aviation 
Administration was provided by Gene S. Mercer, and Robert Bowles. In addition, Dale E. 
McDaniel, Deputy Associate Administrator for Policy Planning and International 
Aviation of the FAA, addressed the workshop on important aspects of FAA/TRB 
working relationships. Robert E. Spicher, TRB Director of Technical Activities 
welcomed the participants, and TRB Aviation Specialists Larry L. Jenney and E. Thomas 
Burnard coordinated workshop arrangements and the compilation of the Circular. 

The Workshop was attended by more than 120 invited participants, including 
representatives of all segments of the U.S. aviation community and aviation experts from 
Australia, Brazil , Canada, France, Italy, Ireland, Japan, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, 
and West Germany, and U.S.-based representatives of foreign interests. A list of the 
parti<::ipants will be found at the end of this Circular. 

The Workshop was divided into three segments: an opening plenary sessi on with 
presentations by distinguished speakers on the broad outlook, ei gh t concurrent panel 
workshops on various aspects of aviation development, and a concluding pl enary session 
at which the panel moderators summarized the conclusions of their workshops. 

The reports of the panel moderators represent the views of the panel participants and 
not necessarily those of the moderator, his organization, the Transportation Research 
Board, or the Federal Avia tion Administration. 
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MAJOR FINDINGS 

COMMON CARRIER AVIATION 

International Airlines 

The evidence is increasing that air transportation is 
evolving from a specialized business to one that more 
closely resembles other businesses. The influx of new 
executives with no previous airline experience-- such 
as has recently occurred at British Airways, 
Lufthansa, Northwest, Trump Air, and TWA -is one 
of the strongest indicators. Other indicators arc 
product branding, strong product segmentation, new 
hybrid financing, contracyclical diversification 
strategics, and diminishing national ownership. 
Gov~rn mcnt regulation based upon the "public 
convenience and necessity" philosophy is also 
diminjshing. An emphasis on profits and the need for 
fresh management perspectives is expected to continue. 

With the decrease in government protective 
mechanisms, the following types of international 
carriers appear to be emerging: (I) the multinational 
mcgacarrier, farmed from the alliance of several large 
in tern a tiona I carriers f ram diff erentcontinents, (2) the 
la rgc con vcn t iona I in tern a tiona I carrier, the traditional 
type owned and based in one country, (3) the niche 
ca rricr concentrating on a single market segment such 
as luxury business travel or cheap leisure travel, (4) the 
brand name carrier, essentially a marketing and 
finance organization that subcontracts all of its actual 
operating services. 

The success of the airJjnes is also dependent upon the 
.infrastructure within which they operate - primarily 
the airway and airport systems. These have 
traditionally been owned and operated by 
govcrnments1 but increased privatization - that is, 
third party management - is considered preferable to 
the existing situation in many nations. Government 
ownership or control has protected many airlines from 
the extremes of economic cycles in the past, but under 
deregulation and denationalization, this protection will 
no longer be available. Exposure to free-market forces 
will be a new experience for all but the major U.S. 
carriers which have already been through one 
recession. 

The outlook for North American carriers during the 
next 3 to 24 months is one of declining air traffic 
g, owth an€l-tJcaking or declining yields. For European 
carriers, the same is expected. Japan, however, is 
projected to continue its strong domestic and 
international growth during this period. Over the 
longer term of 3 to 5 years, however, all carriers are 
expected to need profitable new growth. 

U.S. Majors 

Financially, this segment of the industry, with the 
exception of Eastern and Pan American airlines, is the 
healthiest it has been in the last 30 years. The 
principal reasons are increased yields (up 7.6 percent 
in 1988 and higher in 1989) even though traffic 
growth is down and load factors as high as 62 percent. 
For the near term, however, domestic and 
international airlines face diminishing traffic and 
decreased earnings. 

The basic concerns for the r uturc wilJ be growth 
management capital requircments,ownership,political 
factors, and shortage or skilled employees. Worldwide 
passenger-miles may double between 1988 and 2000. 

Past growth has been managed by increased load 
factors and seating capacity. Load factors are 
predicted to go up to 67 percent by 2005. Average 
seating capacity will increase from 186 to 237. In 
addition, the number of aircraft in the fleet is 
expected to grow. (See Airline Aircraft 
Manufacturing, below). The resulting strain on the air 
traffic control (ATC) system will become critical. 
ATC delays in the United States are now said to cost 
$2 billion annually. In Europe the total cost of air and 
ground delays is estimated at $5 billion. Airport 
capacity will also be a problem. 

Capital financing at the moment is not a problem for 
most airlines, but this could change when package 
freight operators stop building their fleet at the 
current rate and when Stage 3 aircraft (meeting 
stricter noise requirements) lead to a greater supply of 
older aircraft. As many as 1,000 older aircraft arc 
expected on the market in the next three years. 

Leveraged buyouts arc a source of concern, not 
because they are necessarily bad, per sc, but because 
they increase debt substantially and could threaten 
basic air transportation service in case of economic 
reversal. Also, most new aircraft now being delivered 
to airJjnes are not directly purchased but leased from 
holding companies for terms of up to 20 or 30 years. 
Another ownership question is whether public 
facilities, rights of access and international route 
authority - once granted by a public body - are 
private property that can be sold without 
compensation to the public. This will become more 
important as more airports have to limit access. Also 
of concern is internationalization of the U.S. airline 
industry, as typified by the KLM interest in 
Northwest Airlines Ansett in America West, SAS in 
Texas Air, and possibly British Airways in United 
Airlines. 



charges and a revolving loan fund. Others under 
consideration are rotating loan credit lines, credit 
guarantee programs, and credit supplement programs. 

For the short term (to 1995) airport capacity could be 
improved by enhanced airport technology and aircraft 
operating procedures. Setting a national aircraft noise 
policy by the federal government is needed to make 
efficient use of existing airport capacity and to make 
future airport development possible. New airport 
funding methods are needed to provide the capital 
and operating financial needs. 

For the period 1995-2000 new runways should be 
added where possible at present airports. For the long 
term (2000 and beyond) a comprehensive study is 
needed now to insure an efficient 21st century airport 
system with full capacity that matches the best 
alternatives with new aircraft and airport technology. 

Airline Aircraft Manufacturing 

As the markets for air transportation gradually mature 
both in North America and Europe, gradual 
reductions in the rate of air traffic growth is expected 
during the next five to ten years. On a world basis, 
the rate is expected to decrease from about 5.8 percent 
in the next five years to about 5.2 percent from 1994 
to 1998, and to 4.6 percent from 1999 to 2003. 
However, during this same period, load factors are 
expected to rise gradually to 65 percent in the first 
five years, to 66 percent in the second five years, and 
to 67 percent at the turn of the century. 

Passenger aircraft deliveries are expected to peak in 
1990-1991 with deliveries in the 700-800 range and 
then go down to 400-500 in the 1993-1994 period. 
Actual deliveries will be greatly affected by the rate 
of retirement of existing aircraft which will be 
influenced, to some extent, by enforcement of Stage 3 
aircraft noise requirements. 

The world jet passenger fleet of 7,168 aircraft at the 
end of J 988 is expected to increase to 11,578 by 2003 -
- a 60 percent increase. This increase of 4,410 aircraft 
is the difference between 8,081 additions and 3,671 
retirements. However, the manufacturers are aware 
that this increase might not materialize if adequate 
airport facilities and airway capacity are not available. 

GENERAL AVIATION 

Business and Executive 

Each segment of general aviation -- business and 
executive (turboprop and jet-powered), helicopters, 
and light (piston-powered) - provides a valuable link 
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in the air transportation system General av1at1on 
turboprop and jet aircraft are expected to play the 
pivotal role in establishing the path for future business 
and executive general aviation activity. An annual 
growth rate of 3 to 5 percent in turbine fleet activity 
is expected through 1995, with an equal proportionate 
increase in total hours flown. However, the shipments 
of new general aviation turboprops and heavy jets 
during this period is expected to be relatively constant. 
Exports will account for about one-third of total 
shipments, and the foreign market is expected to 
continue as the dollar stays within reasonable trading 
bounds. 

Some of the factors taken into account in arriving at 
these conclusions were operating and acquisition costs, 
the pilot pool, new product technology, and external 
considerations. 

The trend toward contracting fleet management -
both financial and operational -- to specialty firms is 
expected to continue at an annual growth rate of 5 to 
15 percent during the forecast period. New turbine 
aircraft prices have stabilized since 1985 and the 
availability of high quality used turbine aircraft has 
diminished, causing used aircraft prices to increase 
substantially. Thus, new aircraft purchases are 
becoming more attractive than in the recent past. No 
dramatic changes in operating cost of these aircraft 
are expected over the forecast period. 

A shortage of executive pilots is not anticipated over 
the forecast period, since this segment of aviation is 
competitive in attracting pilots leaving military flying. 
Shortage of qualified maintenance and ground
support technicians is a broad problem affecting not 
only operators of business and executive aircraft but 
all segments of civil aviation. 

Neither technological advances nor new applications 
of technology are expected to have a significant 
impact on the projected growth of turbine aircraft 
shipments, fleet size, or utilization during this period. 

Liability costs continue to be the most serious problem 
confronting general aviation aircraft manufacturers. 
The health of this segment of aviation, however, may 
be most critically affected by access to airports. In 
formulating a national airport and airspace access 
policy, business aviation calls for recognition that (I) 
airports are public facilities built and maintained with 
public resources to promote the common good; (2) the 
potential monopoly power of airports to control entry, 
exit, and throughput should not be abused; (3) general 
aviation has little impact on airspace and airport 
congestion at the most critical points; ( 4) executive 
general aviation aircraft, which are flown by 
professional flight crews sensitive to the limits of the 
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The domestic airline industry is becoming increasingly 
conservative and averse to risk in market development. 
Many now seem to be obsessed with the fine points of 
yield management (a tool to entrench the existing 
market power of dominant airlines rather than to 
build volume) and with seeking increased revenue 
from higher prices rather than from aggressive 
marketing. This is reinforced by the large amount of 
debt they carry from leveraged buyouts and employee 
stock ownership plans. The carriers are supporting 
airway system improvements that promise more 
efficient operations, especially at major hubs, at no 
direct cost to themselves; but they appear content to 
live with airport shortages, perhaps because they feel 
that more capacity would invite competition and 
increase costs. 

Political issues on the horizon include some form of 
reregulation. During the 1973 oil crisis airlines raised 
fares at the same time they reduced services and made 
more money. Reregulation could occur with service 
deterioration, hub pricing, reservation system abuse, 
gate control at "fortress hubs", frequent flyer 
programs, consolidation of market shares, slot sales, 
and lack of low fares. If airlines continue on their 
present path, it may well lead to curbs on economic 
power of the largest companies and requirements for 
increased competition. 

The potential of shortage of skilled personnel is a 
looming problem Maintenance personnel are now in 
very short supply and new entry-level employees 
require more training at greater expense and higher 
pay. The same will be true of pilots. 

Regionnl Aviation 

In general, regional aviation expects a new phase of 
growth made possible by new, faster, more 
comfortable aircraft sized for regional operation. 
These aircraft will range from 19-seat turboprops to 
SO-passenger jets to serve as feeders to large carriers 
at major hubs and to provide direct service between 
smaller communities. 

Constraints on access to major airports by regional 
airlines will have adverse effects on smaller 
communities that depend on these carriers for 
connection to larger cities and worldwide airline 
networks. The use of larger aircraft by regional 
carriers will impose additional cost for compliance 
with the more comprehensive regulation that governs 
such aircraft. In Europe A TC congestion might 
impede development of a network of regional carriers 
crisscrossing the continent. 

Airports 

The increase in aircraft operations at major hubs since 
deregulation has become the most serious constraint on 
aviation growth. Since 1984 airborne delay has been 
declining while ground delay at airports has been 
increasing. Continued air traffic growth hinges on the 
ability to maintain an airport system of adequate 
capacity. Resolution of the aircraft noise issue and 
the availability of financial resources are essential to 
airport operation and development. 

Some of the discussion at the workshop was devoted 
to current problems and prospective solutions at 
individual airports, including: 

(a) airfield capacity at airports where runway 
expansion is impractical, like Boston-Logan, 
where attempts are being made to increase 
the "people capacity" of the runways by 
pricing methods that favor aircraft with 
greater seating capacity; 

(b) terminal building capacity expansion to 
meet increased domestic hub activity, such as 
American Airlines at Dallas-Ft. Worth, and 
increased international traffic, such as at Los 
Angeles where a terminal is being planned to 
handle 27 Boeing 747-400 aircraft 
simultaneously; 

(c) landside capacity at airports where 
congested ground access inhibits air traffic 
growth, such as at the New York airports; 
and 

(d) privatization of government-owned or 
government-operated airports, such as in 
Canada. 

There are a number of short-term solutions that will 
provide incremental increases of airport capacity. The 
broadly based Industry Task Force on Airport 
Capacity and Delay has worked closely with FAA to 
complete simulation and flight demonstrations of some 
15 proposed near-term improvements. For the long 
term, a comprehensive plan is needed for new airports 
and for financial and institutional mechanisms to 
develop them in a timely fashion. 

Resolution of the aircraft noise problem is 
fundamental to the continued operation or expansion 
of many existing airports, as well as to construction 
of new airports. Airport operators are also calling for 
new funding mechanisms to meet the anticipated 
shortfall of as much as $2 billion per year for current 
airport development needs. Two approaches thought 
to offer the greatest promise are passenger facility 



system, do use major hubs that are centers of business 
and commerce; and (5) the denial of access to major 
airports by general aviation aircraft will not solve 
congestion problems that are mainly the result of 
delayed investment in capacity and uneven 
distribution of commercial traffic as the result of the 
hub-and spoke system adopted by the airlines. 

Helicopters 

Although civil rotorcraft sales bottomed out in 1987, 
the general economic outlook for the industry is 
encouraging. Modest annual increases in sales are 
expected for the next decade. Some disturbing facts 
for this segment of aviation are that use of rotorcraft 
in the commuter market is almost non-existent, public 
acceptance of helicopters as a means of passenger 
transport is low, and public heliports are lacking. To 
offset these deterrents, rotorcraft supporters urge a 
joint promotion program by industry associations and 
FAA to increase the acceptance of helicopters by city 
planners, architects, the general public, and the 
transportation community. It was also suggested that 
FAA examine the feasibility of using rotorcraft to 
relieve congestion at airports. It would also be helpful 
to focus heliport planning on population centers 
instead of city centers and to devise creative 
ownership arrangements for heliports. 

The U.S. Army is expected to retire about 2,000 utility 
helicopters in the near future. A cost-benefit analysis 
was suggested to determine the effects of this release 
into the commercial market. Also, with the prospective 
shortage of skilled mechanics, it was suggested that a 
modified GI Bill for training mechanics be explored. 

Other subjects that the helicopter segment of aviation 
believes should receive more attention include short
term contracting practices, rate structures, technology 
exchange between and among government agencies 
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and industry, expanded pilot training, liability 
insurance,- and multilateral agreements affecting 
international markets. 

Light General Aviation 

Since 1979 the light general aviation piston-powered 
fleet has remained at about 187,500 aircraft. 
However, the number of hours flown peaked at 37.3 
million hours in 1979 and has declined every year 
since. Personal-use hours flown have increased from 
a low of 8.0 million hours in 1985 to an all-time high 
of 10.5 million hours in 1987. Instructional-use hours 
flown peaked at 6.3 million hours in 1979, hit a low 
of 4.1 million hours in 1985, and rose gradually to 5.1 
million hours by 1988. The "all other" category of 
piston-engine aircraft flight hours, which includes 
business use, has shown a steady decline. 
For the future, flying for personal and instructional 
use is expected to continue growing. As the current 
fleet of piston-powered aircraft ages, used aircraft will 
not be available to satisfy the demand; and new 
aircraft sales will be stimulated. Production by U.S 
manufacturers will increase gradually, and some 
foreign manufacturers may enter the U.S. market. The 
number of public-use airports will continue to decline, 
and small airports will find it increasingly difficult to 
obtain federal funding assistance. It is expected that 
light general aviation will be required to have more 
avionics, especially if they operate near large 
metropolitan areas, and the additional cost will have 
an adverse impact on both flying hours and the 
number of private pilots. Those pilots remaining, 
however, will be better trained, and the safety record 
of this segment of aviation is expected to show 
continued improvement. The fleet is expected to grow 
at about the same rate as real U.S. GNP during the 
next five years. If protective legislation on product 
liability becomes a reality in this period, growth could 
double. 
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OVERVIEW PRESENTATIONS 

A VIA TIO N'S ROLE IN THE NATIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION POLICY 

Dale E. McDaniel 
Federal Aviation Administration 

One of the activities in which I am presently engaged 
is Chairman of the Intercity Passenger Cluster, which 
is an essential component in the development of a 
national transportation policy. 

The Need for a National Transportation Policy 

The transportation system is one that, by and large, 
we take for granted, even though it has a dramatic 
impact on the way in which we live and how we live. 
A recently issued U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) document, "Moving America," gives facts and 
figures with respect to the importance of 
transportation in this country. I will just repeat one or 
two of those figures for you, because I think they 
have significance. 

About twenty percent of the gross national product is 
associated with the transportation system and the 
movement of goods and services in this country. 
Transportation accounts for 25 percent of the energy 
consumed in the United States. Last year, people who 
traveled in the U.S. domestic transportation system 
traveled nearly four trillion passenger-miles. 

Four trillion is a number that does not mean much to 
a lot of people. To put it in perspective, it is the 
equivalent of moving the entire population of the 
States of North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, 
Montana, Idaho, Colorado, Oregon, Nevada, and Utah 
to the moon and back again in one year. 

Transportation does affect how and where we live. 
It opens up possibilities for where we live, where we 
work, and the kind and quality of life we enjoy. 
Transportation makes it possible for people on one 
side of the country to be within a few hours' distance 
from their family on the other side of the country. 
What has been said of architecture in this country is, 
I believe, even more true of transportation: we shape 
our transportation systems, and then our 
transportation systems shape us. 

Once we decide on the transportation system we want, 
the transportation system makes the decisions for us 
about how and where we go. It is important, 
therefore, to look at the shape of the transportation 
system that has evolved and to recognize that not all 

the parts of that system are working to their full 
potential. 

At this workshop you will talk about congestion at 
airports and the need to come to grips with the 
problem of providing additional runway capacity to 
accommodate growth in the system. There are 18 
airports today with delays of 20,000 hours or more 
annually. Even if we do everything that we are now 
planning to do in terms of expanding system capacity, 
that number will grow to 34 airports by 2010. 

We know that the investment we are making in system 
infrastructure is not sufficient to keep pace with the 
demands being placed on that system. Merrill Lynch 
recently published a survey of infrastructure 
investment in the United States in which they found 
that in 1964 the United States was investing 
approximately 2.2 percent of its gross national product 
in building and rebuilding the infrastructure. Today 
we are investing approximately one percent of our 
gross national product in building and rebuilding the 
infrastructure. This is not a one-year drop, it is a 
steady decline from 1964 to 1989. 

We also know that the recently completed interstate 
highway system was designed for a 25-year life. 
However, at the end of seven to 10 years the highway 
system is beginning to crumble. 

We are pushing ahead of ourselves a bow wave in 
investment in the infrastructure that we are going to 
have to meet. 

We have also developed a transportation system that 
does not work well at the nodes. At National Airport 
in Washington, for instance, a Metro station was 
installed four blocks from the main terminal because 
originally there was no stop planned for National 
Airport. It does not provide the most efficient way 
for moving people to and from that facility. However, 
a Metro stop was built at Union Station so that you 
can get to the trains from the Metro. But then the 
Greyhound bus depot is some four blocks away! And 
now consideration is being given to locating a heliport 
maybe half a mile away from that. 

Unfortunately, this situation will not automatically 
improve. That is the void into which U.S. Department 
of Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner has 
stepped, and he has stepped very firmly by saying that 
what we need is a national transportation policy to 
guide the future development of our transportation 
network. 



When he announced in July 1989 that we were going 
to develop this policy, what he did not tell us was that 
he planned to complete it by January, 1990. You may 
say that other secretaries of transportation have had 
policies before, so what's different about this one? 
Why should it have any greater impact on the system? 
I will give you four reasons why I think this policy 
will be different. 

First, it is an idea that has not floated up from the 
staff level up to the Secretary. It is one in which the 
Secretary has said it is his top priority. He wants to 
develop a national transportation policy to have a 
blueprint on how the system is going to evolve. 

Second, most secretaries recognize, toward the end of 
their tenure, that they have done a lot of good and 
important things and that they should institutionalize 
those things for their successor. Then they decide that 
they will develop a policy so that their good ideas will 
be institutionalized. And then they don't understand 
why their successors don't follow the policy which 
they have adopted. Secretary Skinner has taken a 
somewhat different approach. 

At the beginning of his four-year term, he said, "I 
intend to have a policy with respect to transportation 
in the United States." And he is doing it in a time 
frame where he will be able to help implement that 
policy and be judged by the results. The Secretary is 
putting himself on the line. 

The third point is that the Secretary intends to 
implement the policy he has adopted. He doesn't want 
just to adopt a policy. He does not want a policy that 
will be put on the shelf. He wants a policy which, in 
fact, he can put into practice. 

Lastly, he knows that in order to implement the policy, 
he needs a number of partners. He needs partners 
within the Administration and the Congress to support 
him, because there are other players in the 
transportation business in the United States 
Government besides the Department of 
Transportation. He also knows that he needs partners 
among the States and local governments. He knows 
that he needs partners in the transportation 
community. He knows that he needs partners among 
those who provide transportation services and those 
who use transportation services. 

How the Policy is Being Developed 

Part of the policy-making process is an extensive 
consultative effort. The Intercity Passenger Cluster 
Group is one of six groups designated to look at 
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various aspects of transportation. The other cluster 
groups are concerned with international 
transportation, intercity freight transportation, urban 
and suburban transportation, rural transportation, and 
innovation and human factors. 

The job of these groups is twofold. One is to identify 
the issues facing these particular elements of 
transportation. In the Intercity Passenger group we 
identified such issues as rebuilding the infrastructure, 
making the infrastructure more efficient, building for 
the future of transportation, and looking at safety, 
environmental and energy issues. The second part of 
the job is to consult as widely as possible with the 
experts and the general public to hear what they have 
to say about these issues. 

Since early July, we have been moving back and forth 
across the country talking to people about the 
issues. We will be finishing up our consultation 
process by the end of this week and submitting our 
recommendations to the Secretary's core policy group 
by the end of this month. (September 1989, ed.) 

We have talked to about 200 interest groups. We have 
received hundreds and hundreds of pages of public 
testimony, and thousands more pages of written 
testimony. We are beginning to sift through this 
information now to develop our recommendations. 

The Transportation Research Board has been 
especially helpful to us in this process. Last week they 
helped us pull together a number of specialists from 
various modes of transportation to help us think 
through the issues as a group or "cluster". The question 
we posed to them was: if you were to recommend to 
the Secretary what his policy should be with respect to 
these key issues, what would you say? 

It was an instructive exercise. We had about 20 people 
representing highways, rail interests, aviation interests, 
people who were affected by transportation, -- people, 
such as the Environmental Institute, and those who are 
dependent upon public transportation, such as the 
Paralyzed Veterans of America, who have not always 
been included in transportation discussions. 

From the dialogue there emerged general agreement 
on a number of principles, many of which echoed the 
comments and suggestions we heard from other groups 
across the country. I would like to share with you, 
first, these points of agreement and then some of the 
sharp differences of opinion that emerged on key 
issues facing transportation in general and aviation in 
particular. 
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Areas of Agreement 

First, I would say that the process demonstrated that 
people care about the way the transportation system 
works. A wide range of people, from CEOs of major 
organizations to individual citizens who had a concern 
about transportation came and spent a day at public 
hearings, sitting and listening and then submitting 
their written comments, often IO and 20 pages in 
length, about the things that they thought needed to be 
done in order to make transportation serve society 
better. There was a great interest in the process and a 
great commitment by the people who participated. 

Secondly, people said universally that there was a need 
for the Federal Government to exercise strong 
leadership in the development of the transportation 
policy. This includes State and local governments at 
all levels, the users of the system, and those who are 
affected by the system. Their view is that 
transportation is, by its nature, national in character, 
interstate in scope, and there needs to be a national 
plan that has a long-range commitment. 

That does not mean, in any sense, that the Federal 
Government should, or that people would want it, to 
dictate how the system unfolds. But there needs to be 
a core direction -- a long-range view - to which 
people can respond and make their own adjustments 
within the State and local governments. 

The Federal Government should concentrate on a 
third area of agreement, relating to long-range 
activities. These include: (a) a more effective job of 
planning the intermodal nature of transportation and 
how it will work; (b) more research and development 
of technology, which, without Federal Government 
involvement, is unlikely to be carried out by other 
partners in the system; (c) continuing Federal emphasis 
on the highest levels of safety in the system; and (d) 
guidance for appropriate expansion of, and investment 
in, the existing infrastructure. 

Fourth, the people said that the system needs to be 
developed and implemented by a partnership of all 
of the players involved. The Secretary's commitment 
to do that was reinforced by the people we talked 
with. 

Fifth, people said that we need to preserve the 
infrastructure of transportation. We have built a 
system, and we have invested heavily in rights-of-way, 
airports, and other facilities. We cannot afford to 
neglect them. We should not lightly abandon rail lines. 
We should protect airports from encroachment by 
community development that will inhibit or preclude 

their future use. We should be certain that the 
interstate highway system is in the finest condition 
possible. 

Sixth, there was an implicit agreement that people 
were willing to support financially, in a reasonable 
way, the vision which they hold. 

Seventh, there was agreement that we need to improve 
the quality and convenience of our public 
transportation system. We can Federal Express a 
package from door to door, but there is no way to 
Federal Express a passenger. Each time you change 
an element in the system, it is incumbent upon the 
traveler to get information on the options available 
for the next leg of the trip and to make appropriate 
connections. By the way it provides funding grants 
and the way it designs systems, the Federal 
Government contributes to modally biased systems. 
There is agreement that we, as a country, need to do 
a better job of making the parts of the system work 
together. 

Eighth, there is universal agreement and support for 
a national aviation noise policy that appropriately 
balances the need for a national transportation system 
with the rights of citizens to determine the character 
and nature of the community they would like to have 
and with the right of user access to the airport. 

Finally, there is agreement on the need to improve the 
transportation data we collect and use to assure that 
transportation decisions are based upon what is 
actually happening. 

Areas of Difference 

There were sharp differences on a number of issues. 
While it was widely agreed that there should be a level 
playing field on which the various modes of 
transportation compete, there were divergent views of 
what that means. How does the Federal Government 
invest in one mode and not in another? By what 
criteria should judgments about those investments be 
made? 

A second major area of disagreement was how to 
allocate the costs of rebuilding and expanding 
transportation infrastructure. Is it appropriate, as some 
argue, that only the users of the transportation system 
should bear the costs of those improvements, or, as 
others argue, should the costs be more widely 
distributed to society generally by general taxpayer 
and user support? Should this be done at the Federal 
level, or should we rely on States and local 
governments to undertake the initiatives necessary to 



raise these funds? If we rely on general revenues, can 
we hope to raise the amounts necessary, given the 
deficits we face at the national level? 

Third, there is sharp disagreement over noise policy 
and how to balance the needs of the national system 
and the rights of communities. Where does one stop 
along the balance scale? People recognize and affirm 
the need for a policy, but they disagree on its 
implementation. 

Fourth, there is disagreement about how to use market 
mechanisms most effectively to provide transportation 
services. There are those who believe that market 
forces should, could, and do, respond to transportation 
needs and ought to be used to the maximum extent 
possible since they are the most powerful tools 
available to make the transportation system work 
effectively. Others argue equally strongly that, while 
market mechanisms may be appropriate for major 
segments of society, there are many who are 
dependent upon transportation for mobility that might 
have no access to the system and be left out if the 
marketplace is the only decider. They include those 
who may be disadvantaged because of physical 
handicap, the elderly, and those who cannot or do not 
drive automobiles. Such persons argue that there 
should be a way of factoring their transportation 
needs more effectively into the decisions made at the 
Federal and local level. 

Finally, there is disagreement about whether we 
should stay the course with regard to the system that 
is evolving, or make some incremental turns leading 
to a significantly different direction of transportation 
development. There are some who argue that the 
eff ectivcness and the efficiency of our economy 
depends basically on the flow of people and goods at 
the lowest possible transportation cost. This is the 
direction we have taken, and this is the direction we 
should continue. Others argue that the full costs of 
providing transportation are not appropriately 
allocated and borne by the consumer. We are using a 
nonrenewable resource, petroleum, as a primary 
energy source; and we have not accounted fully for 
the costs of the fuel we use in our automobiles and 
airplanes. Nor have we accounted for the 
environmental costs associated with the use of 
petroleum. They argue that such costs should be 
appropriately factored in and that the revenues from 
transportation should be used not only to provide more 
effective public transportation services but also to 
develop alternative fuels and propulsion systems. 

On these issues and others identified by other cluster 
groups the differences will have to be hammered out. 
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Secretary Skinner's transportation policy will be 
announced in January 1990 at the Annual Meeting of 
the Transportation Research Board. I hope that all of 
you will be there to hear not only the results of the 
current process, but also to be in on the beginning 
steps of its implementation. 

Public Perception of Transportation 

I will share with you one more observation on the 
things that we have heard on transportation policy as 
we have gone around the country. It has to do with 
the way we view transportation. I was struck by the 
way that transportation tends to be viewed through 
negative eyes. 

People think of transportation in terms of the 
congestion they experience, the potholes they drive 
over, the delays at airports, or the missed connections 
and lost baggage. It used to be said that "getting there 
was half the fun", but today I am not so sure. The 
way that we have allowed our transportation system 
to erode or fail to keep pace has caused us to lose 
sight of its strongest attributes. That came home to me 
particularly as I thought about the provision in the 
Federal Aviation Act of 1958 -- and even earlier in the 
Act that created the Civil Aeronautics Authority in 
1938 -- that calls upon FAA to foster and promote the 
art and science of civil aeronautics, both nationally 
and internationally. 

That provision in the legislation has, from time to 
time, caused controversy. There are people who say 
it is not right for the Federal Aviation Administration 
to foster and promote since it is also responsible for 
the safety of civil aviation. How can FAA be 
responsible for safety and foster and promote aviation 
at the same time? This overlooks the fact that the best 
promotion might be a system which is the safest 
system. 

Yet, people have made that argument from time to 
time, and still do. A number of prominent political 
figures and a former Secretary of the Department of 
Transportation, in fact, have said that FAA should not 
be in the business of fostering and promoting aviation. 
As I thought about that, and reflected on the negative 
comments and views that people tend to have about 
transportation, I came to the conclusion that it was 180 
degrees out of sync with the proper government role. 

Rather than deleting the provision in the Federal 
Aviation Act to foster and promote, perhaps we 
should add that provision to other Acts. If we want 
the best transportation system that this country can 
provide, if we demand the best kind of public 
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transport options, mobility, and services, maybe we 
should call upon ourselves in legislation to foster and 
promote that kind of system 

Those of us who are providers and users of the system, 
need to begin to change the public attitude about 
transportation and the services it provides. One of the 
ways that can be done is by doing the best possible job 

DAT A NEEDS FOR NATIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION POLICY 

Rolf R. Schmitt 
National Transportation Policy Team 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

It may be helpful for you to know that the National 
Transportation Policy Team is a truly intermodal, 
eclectic gathering of senior analysts from FAA, the 
Office of the Secretary of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration, Federal Railroad 
Administration, the Coast Guard, and the Maritime 
Administration, and others. We are trying to take a 
comprehensive and multimodal view in response to the 
Secretary's concern with strategic planning and his 
wish to assess where the Nation's transportation system 
should be going. The policy statement should be 
released by January 7, 1990. The last comprehensive 
assessment was made 10 years ago by the National 
Transportation Policy Study Commission, and the last 
comprehensive study by the Department of 
Transportation was done in 1977. 

My involvement in national policy studies and my 
other experience has been from a surface perspective: 
mainly in urban issues, freight issues, and highway 
issues. Those issues have remarkable parallels to your 
concerns with congestion and growth, environmental 
constraints on airport capacity, and "smart airports" 
(which I hope will be at least as intelligent as our 
proposed "smart highways"). Both highways and 
aviation are facing growth in demand with limits on 
supply, and the extent of future growth is not clear. 
If you look at population trends according to the 
Census Bureau, the population of this country may 
actually hit a peak and stabilize or even begin to 
decline somewhere near 2020. Some have suggested 
that, if we meet all of the capacity needs that we 

of explaining the nature of transportation, identifying 
trends, and assessing the implications for the future. 

That is the purpose of this TRB workshop, and we 
appreciate your effort. We also appreciate your full 
involvement in the development of the transportation 
policy, and we will look forward to working with you 
when that policy is announced and its implementation 
begins. 

foresee by 2020, we may build for the ultimate peak 
load and end up with overcapacity in the long run. 
On the other hand, we have been saying that for 
many years on the highway side. There just cannot be 
so much time in the day that people are willing to 
drive cars, and there cannot be so many cars in the 
world because there just are not that number of 
people. Yet we have not hit saturation yet on the 
highway side, and I suspect the same to be true on the 
aviation side. 

Moving to data issues, I look from my surface 
perspective at you in aviation with a real sense of 
envy. You actually know how many planes you have 
got in your system You have some idea of how big 
your system really is. You actually take note of 
origin and destination patterns and try to monitor 
what is going on. 
Those of us on the highway side spend a lot of time 
fighting over how many vehicles there are in the 
country, and what is a truck. When you ask for 
information like that from 50 different states, you get 
50 different definitions. That's called federalism 

You have great data resources that we are envious of, 
and I know that you have had a fight to keep these 
resources in the face of deregulation, budgetary 
constraints, and paperwork reduction mandates. Your 
success in maintaining your information resources has 
been a success story for the other modes to follow. 

Your battles are certainly not over, and I am certain 
you professional "number crunchers" all feel that there 
are many data elements that need to be improved. 
There are certainly many opportunities for 
improvement, and many challenges to keep what 
information we have. 



Secretary Skinner has provided a marvelous 
opportunity in aviation and in the other modes to 
improve data resources. We recognize that, while we 
do not have the time to correct the data problems in 
order to have a better information base for the policy 
statement on January 7, at least we can now take a 
look at what - if we had the information for national 
decision-making -- would we do better? What 
information would we really need to do the job if we 
had everything we wanted? What can the DOT, other 
agencies, and private industry do to improve the data 
base for national decision-making? 

As an adjunct to the Secretary's policy effort, the 
Transportation Research Board has been asked by the 
Department of Transportation to undertake a two-part 
special study of data needs and issues. This workshop 
is one of the lead-off events of the first part, in which 
meetings are being held throughout the rest of this 
calendar year for data users and providers to get 
together and express their needs, problems, and 
opportunities. The deliberations of this workshop and 
other meetings will then be synthesized in a special 
session in the TRB annual meeting on the week of 
January 7. The results will become the basis for the 
second phase of activity, in which a blue ribbon panel 
will develop official recommendations of the National 
Academy of Sciences to the Secretary of 
Transportation on how to improve the information 
base for national decision-making. 

This is an ideal opportunity since the decision-makers 
seem to be honestly interested in better information, 
and they have provided us with a forum to address 
problems like: what do we need to know for national 
decision-making about the quantity, geographic 
distribution, value, service characteristics, operations, 
and other aspects of passenger and freight 
transportation in aviation and other modes? How 
good are the coverage, quality, availability, and utility 
of existing data? What are the major problems, 
omissions, and opportunities for improvement in 
existing data? What are the institutional mechanisms 
for monitoring the data we have and for fostering 
feedback from the user community so that our data 
bases actually meet the needs? 

We want to know about the problems related to 
privatization, decentralization, and funding of data 
collection. What are some of the mechanisms for 
recovering the costs of data collection. Will even 
analysts have to pay charges? 

What about the issues like benefit-cost evaluation of 
information itself? Under mandates like the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, we have to lay out what 
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the respondent burden is , we have to lay out how 
much data collection and maintenance are going to 
cost, and then we have to defend what we want to do 
by identifying the benefits of the data. 
Quantification of the benefits of good information is 
not an easy task. 

How will our data needs and data acquisition program 
be affected by new data collection methods, methods 
of data aggregation, and methods of data 
management? Will we be able to make better use of 
the data we get, or capture data in a less burdensome 
fashion? Can we cope with sudden floods of new data, 
as happened when we started collecting flight delay 
information and swamped DOT with a sudden 
staggering flow of numbers to be transformed into 
useful information. That experience was somewhat 
analogous to the days when NASA launched the Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) which started 
taking pictures of the world every few minutes. 
NASA quickly discovered that ER TS created many 
reels of computer tape every day, every day of the 
week, every week of the year. Suddenly, we were two 
years behind in just processing the data coming in. 
One last general issue is closer to home: training the 
next generation of users and providers of 
transportation data. I am not familiar with the 
situation in the aviation industry, but I know that the 
experienced professionals in highway and transit 
agencies are getting older, and we do not have enough 
new people coming into the field. 

There are many technological opportunities for data 
collection and use, and there are many institutional 
challenges that we need to face. Often aviation seems 
to be the leading edge. The aviation community first 
discovered that, when you deregulate without paying 
any attention to the data collection programs used to 
support the regulatory regime, you might lose a lot of 
data that was used for planning and other purposes. 

You had to scramble in 1978 to save the data sets that 
might have gone into the sunset with the CAB and 
had purposes beyond regulation. Your efforts were 
very effective in helping some of those data sets 
survive. 

The data crisis of 1978 was an institutional problem 
The current policy study you can think of as an 
institutional opportunity to get your needs and 
thoughts on the table and look at the challenges for 
the future. I hope there will be much discussion of 
these issues in the upcoming sessions. What you have 
to say will definitely provide the basis for the 
deliberations that will become recommendations to 
the Secretary for specific actions. 
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U.S. AIRLINE INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

Hans J. Plickert 
The Transportation Group (Capital Limited) 

Current Airline Finaneial Strength 

A review of the airline industry's financial reports 
reveals a generally good picture. In fact, in 30 years 
of following airlines, I do not recall a healthier 
industry than the current one. Since the public is also 
served well by and large, we must consider 
deregulation a success so far. 

Of course, this new prosperity is not necessarily true 
of all companies in the industry universe. In fact, 
there are wide discrepancies between the very healthy 
and the marginal. For instance, at one end of the 
spectrum, about 76 percent of Delta's capital at the 
end of 1988 was represented by equity. The carrier 
boasted a 15.6 percent return on average equity and a 
4.7 percent net return on revenues. At the other end 
was Eastern with a $377.6 million negative equity and 
a $380.9 million loss. 

On balance, though, the industry is doing quite well at 
the moment, certainly by past standards. In the first 
half of this year, the U.S. majors experienced a return 
on sales of 0.94 percent which was down from last 
year's 1.24 percent entirely because of Eastern's and 
Pan Am's calamities. If one excludes those two 
carriers, the majors' first half return on sales was 3.68 
percent materially better than the 2.62 percent return 
in the comparable 1988 period, a pretty good return by 
most standards. Finally, airline stocks have become 
the hottest stock market play. Of all the indicators, 
this is probably the least relevant, but as a long-term 
observer of the industry, who wrote a relatively 
controversial article some 15 years ago, called 'The 
Financial Strength of Airlines", I am glad to see some 
converts to my earlier views. 

There appear to be two principal reasons for this 
strong performance. First, despite the absence of 
domestic traffic growth for more than a year now, 
revenues have in fact risen significantly because of a 
steady and strong gain in yield. In 1988, 50-state 
yields rose 7.6 percent from the year-earlier base. The 
increase was the result of an 1 I.I percent increase in 
full fares and a 7.2 percent gain in discounts yields. 
So far in 1989, over-all yields are up another 10.4 
percent, despite individual components that have risen 
less. The principal reason for the double digit gain is 
a relatively small but significant shift in the traffic 

component represented by discount fares from 91.1 
percent last year to 88.9 percent in the first seven 
months of 1989. Because of this, passenger revenue 
growth for the major U.S. carriers was 9.1 percent in 
the first half despite total system traffic growth of but 
0.1 percent. 

Secondly, load factors have remained remarkably 
steady despite the disappearing traffic growth. In 
fact, this is one area where results have been quite 
surprising. In my experience as an investment analyst, 
the question of year-ahead overcapacity, was a 
standard topic at year-end. In fact, airlines appear to 
be able to control their capacity more effectively 
today than they were able to in the past. I am not sure 
I know all the reasons for that but only note this as a 
fact. In any case, despite consensus estimates of 
capacity gains of at least 6-7 percent annually, 
domestic seat-miles of the majors actually rose only 5.3 
percent in 1987 and 1.5 percent last year, closely in 
line with traffic experiences, not to mention a 3.5 
percent decline in the first 7 months of this year. The 
average domestic load factor for the U.S. majors was 
61.9 percent in 1987 and 61.6 percent last year and has 
been holding in that area so far in 1989. Load factor 
management appears to be working well, with 
excellent results for bottom-line performance. 

I should note at this point that it is difficult to fully 
analyze the first half 1989 statistics since we cannot 
be sure of the impact of Eastern's strike on the 
industry's and individual competitors' performance. 
Parenthetically. I will note that while most analysts 
have been crediting Delta with most of the strike 
benefits, American has probably benefitted materially 
as well. The timing of its Caribbean buildup and the 
Raleigh/Durham hub development could not have 
been better. And while I am hedging on the accuracy 
of this year's statistics, let me also point out that 
statistics for the majors will change again next year, 
when America West and Southwest Airlines will join 
the club. 

The Immediate Future 

There are some signs, though, that the immediate 
future will become less rosy. First domestic traffic 
growth for the majors continues to be unimpressive. 
It was up 1.0 percent last year, but for the first seven 
months of this year it was down 2.5 percent. Again, I 
should call attention to the Eastern caveat, for surely 
some trips have been cancelled rather than diverted to 
other airlines. Total system traffic and revenue 
growth have been helped along by surging 
international tourism International passenger miles of 



the U.S. majors were up 17.8 percent last year but only 
10.0 percent in the first seven months of this year. 
Indeed, there appears to be deceleration here as well. 
The July gain was only 5.1 percent 

What makes the sluggish traffic performance 
worrisome is a significant slowdown in yield gains. As 
I said before, domestic yields were up 10.4 percent 
through July on a year-to-date basis. The monthly 
gains decelerated sharply to 3.2 percent and 1.1 percent 
in June or July, respectively, though. This has obvious 
adverse implications for revenue growth of the 
domestic airline industry. It should also be noted that 
the decline in yield performance is not solely the result 
of promotional campaigns, such as Kids Fly Free. Full 
fares were up only 0.6 percent in both June and July. 

Because of these trends, we are expecting a general 
downtrend in earnings to develop this fall. This may 
not be true of the over-all industry statistics because at 
some point both Eastern and Pan Am should start 
improving their numbers--hope does spring 
eternal--but it does appear to us that the very good 
times may be over for the time being. We are not 
expecting a severe setback in profitability at this 
point, but it certainly will be interesting to see how all 
the fabled management disciplines of revenue 
management will hold up in a period of down 
earnings. 

Basic Concerns and Challenges 

While we should certainly enjoy the industry's current 
prosperity, we should not be blinded to the fact that 
there are some strains that have been developing for 
some time now. 

One of the most significant consequences of 
deregulation has been an enormous stimulation of 
traffic growth. In 1978, the U.S. certificated airlines 
enplaned about 275 million passengers. Last year, the 
Form 41 carriers. enplaned about 455 million 
passengers, an increase of about 180 million. Now 
Boeing forecast another 190 million gain in U.S. 
passengers between 1988 and 1995 and essentially a 
doubling of world-wide passenger miles between 1988 
and the year 2000. 

Managing Growth. It is the management of that 
growth that represents the major challenge for the 
airline industry as well for the various governmental 
bodies involved in transportation. Despite some 
upheavals and disruptions, we have been fortunate so 
far. A considerable part of the growth that has taken 
place since 1978 was absorbed by an increase in 
average load factors. In the 1973-77 period, U.S. 
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industry load factors averaged about 55 percent. In 
the past two years, they were about 63 percent on 
average. Moreover, at least for a while, total 
scheduled departures in this country decreased. They 
were down about 10 percent between 1979 and 1983, 
partly because of the fuel crisis and partly because of 
the ATC strike in 1981. Equally important, the 
average per-plane seating capacity of the major 
airlines increased 11 percent during that period. 

I believe that the industry as well as the regulatory 
authorities were misled into complacency by those 
trends in the earlier years of the decade. I remember 
one airline's presentation of new hub projects in 1985. 
At the time I asked how the A TC system could 
possibly absorb all the additional flights contemplated 
and was assured that was no problem Well, since 
1983, scheduled departures in this country have risen 
around 40 percent and the system is creaking. 

Airport and Airway Constraints. You may remember 
that most airlines made relatively minor changes in 
their scheduled block times in 1987 to enhance their 
on-time performance. This usually involved only a 
few minutes' addition, but a few minutes per flight 
add up. Incidentally, they add up for the traveler also. 
For instance, the average scheduled speed of one 
particular flight from LaGuardia to O'Hare, leaving 
at 6 PM, is a resounding 28 l miles per hour. In the 
case of American Airlines alone, these minutes totalled 
180 hours per day of additional flying, equivalent to 
taking 15.5 aircraft out of the fleet. At the time, I 
made an estimate that the additional operating costs 
for the U.S. carriers could be more than $1 billion per 
year. Since then, I have seen estimates that place the 
total operating cost of A TC delays at $2 billion-plus. 
I should also note that trips not taken because of 
inconvenience represent a cost. For instance, if 
passenger revenue were reduced only 1 percent 
because of a reluctance to travel, the loss to the major 
airlines would be $500 million. This may not appear 
to be a very large figure but it should be seen in the 
context of our estimate of an $860 million net income 
for the U.S. majors this year. 

Nor is the increasing crowding of the airspace and 
airport facilities a localized U.S. phenomenon. In fact, 
only a few days ago a European study group released 
a report which calculated the cost of A TC delays in 
Europe at about $790 million last year, and the total 
economic cost of air and ground delays at about $5 
billion. 

In this country, we have been carrying on a debate 
about the future structure of the Federal Aviation 
Administration for some time. Perhaps it is time to 
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focus on action. Equally important, modernization of 
the airways system cannot be further delayed. The 
lead times are just too long. Even now, the National 
Airspace System contemplates installation of some 
critical system as far into the future as 1995. 

Load Factors. In its forecasts, Boeing projects that the 
increase in travel volume between 1988 and 2005 will 
be handled by an increase in load factors from 66.0 
percent to 67.0 percent, a 12.8 percent increase in 
utilization, and a significant gain in seating capacity 
from 186 seats per aircraft to 237. Incidentally, this 
latter projection is highly significant because there has 
been virtually no change in average seating capacity 
per aircraft since the early years of this decade. Again, 
I suspect the continuing efficiency of older jets at the 
fuel prices that prevailed in the past few years, 
coupled with the requirements of hub and spoke 
system, has simply obscured the growing need to 
enhance seating capacity over time. The current rush 
to buy Boeing 757s and similar aircraft is really 
nothing but a catch-up. 

Finally, and very importantly, Boeing also projects an 
increase in the number of aircraft units from 7,200 to 
11,800. In view of the fact that further frequency 
expansion is already impossible at several airports both 
here and abroad, one wonders how this increase in 
departures will be accomplished. 

Capita l Requirements. Let me turn to an issue which 
is closer to my competence, and that is the enormous 
financing needs of the industry in the next decade or 
so. Boeing's forecasts are for worldwide aircraft 
purchases of $516 billion between this year and 2005. 
About $225 billion of this will be delivered to U.S. 
carriers. At the moment, financing does not appear to 
be a problem for most airlines. Financial institutions 
have become fascinated by residual values of aircraft 
in an environment that has so far been characterized 
by an industry-wide appetite for used aircraft. But 
what will happen when the package freight companies 
stop building their fleet at the present rate or when a 
combination of economic conditions and phase-in of 
Stage III regulations lead to a much greater supply of 
older aircraft than the current experience suggests? 
My good friend Ed Greenslet suggests that, under 
some conditions, as many as 1,000 older aircraft could 
be looking for a home in the next three years. That 
could lead to some indigestion in the market. 

Ownership Issues 

That thought leads me to a few comments on some 
issues of ownership. We appear to be in another 
adjustment process to deregulation, one that 

increasingly involves the separation of ownership of 
the assets from their operator. The leasing companies 
account for a rapidly rising portion of aircraft orders. 
Similarly, virtually all of the year's U.S. aircraft 
deliveries are being financed by lease arrangements 
rather than purchase, partly for tax reasons. There 
appears to be some misconception, however. At least 
the popular press (and, I am afraid, the trade press as 
well) often confuses short-term leases entered into for 
tactical reasons with the kind of 20 to 25 year leases 
for modern jet equipment typically entered into by the 
large airlines. There is nothing wrong with this, but it 
does not enhance fleet flexibility. Indeed, it 
ultimately reduces it. 

Nor is leverage as such undesirable. Some bills in 
Congress that would restrict takeovers based on 
certain leverage criteria miss the point. Judged by the 
proposed standards, a large number of airlines should 
be found unfit. Leverage is a normal part of the 
airline business. What is important is that 
monetization of assets does not proceed to a point 
where the provision of basic transportation needs is 
threatened in case of economic reversals. How this 
can be accomplished legally I do not know. But, 
ultimately, I think, we all have a moral responsibility 
to the system to make sure it survives. 

There are two more ownership issues that we have to 
come to grips with some day. First, there is the 
question whether public facilities, rights of access, and 
international route authority, once granted by the 
federal government or other public authority, is 
private property that can be bought and sold without 
compensation to the public. I know there is 
considerable precedent now for the sale of slots and 
route rights. I would suggest, though, that the issue 
will become increasingly important as more and more 
airports have to limit access to additional flights. 

Secondly, we will have to address the issue of the 
increasing internationalization of the airline industry. 
Already we have seen several foreign carriers invest 
in U.S. airlines. KLM's equity participation in 
Northwest Airlines, Ansetts's in America West, SAS in 
Texas Air, and now perhaps British Airways' 
participation in United all come to mind. Surely, for 
national defense purposes we have to be certain there 
is no foreign interference with our needs. Yet I am 
not sure we can use that argument without 
modification forever into the future. The fact is that 
the aviation industry is an increasingly global one. 
The efficiencies to be generated and the public 
services that can be performed by truly international 
carriers are very meaningful. Ultimately we cannot 
hope for effective cooperation and marketing 



arrangement without some equity participation, and 
we cannot ask for equity participation without some 
share of control. Similarly, cabotage appears to be 
more an emotional issue than a real one, I believe. 
Surely, a single flight a day in a market, and one 
usually not aimed right for the bulk of the traffic, 
cannot be considered a threat to domestic airlines. 

Political Issues 

Finally, I think there is a political challenge that has 
to be met. I do not think the industry has done a good 
enough job explaining the need for adequate profits. 
The original thrust of the deregulation effort was less 
ideological. I think, than low fare oriented. In some 
ways, the growth of People Express unfortunately 
furthered this thinking. For a while, we though we 
could have it all - low fares, frequent service even to 
smaller cities, and an array of airlines catering to 
different market segments. It turned out to be a 
mirage, because People Express' fares were in fact 
subsidized by its investors. Indeed, I do not think it 
was accidental that the deregulation movement started 
in earnest during the first oil crisis in 1973 when 
airlines were able to raise their fares significantly at 
the same time that they reduced service - and made 

AIRPORT CAPACITY OVERVIEW 

J. Donald Reilly 
Industry Task Force on Airport Capacity 

Improvement and Delay Reduction 

It is my great pleasure to be here today to focus our 
thoughts on some of the main challenges and 
opportunities faced by civil airports in the United 
States and abroad into the 21st century. 

During the development of civil aviation over sixty 
years, airports - relatively speaking - have been the 
"no-problem", "always-there", anecdotal, or, even, 
footnote aspect of the industry's growth and 
development. 

The 1990s will find this comfortable euphemistic 
notion radically altered. Today, airports are the 
Achilles heel of aviation that - without immediate 
planning for massive surgery - will lead to spreading 
industry trauma. The 1990s will become the "decade of 
the airports." 
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more money. That particular combination of 
circumstances could well lead to reregulation efforts 
this time around, and some punitive measures could be 
written into law if airline service standards 
deteriorate. Some were already been proposed during 
the service quality problems a couple of years ago. 
While they did not pass, their impetus could be 
regenerated by another service quality problem such 
as we had in 1987. 

The Future 

We have come a long way in the past ten years. In 
1984, I participated in a television talk show panel on 
the airline industry's rapid changes. When we were 
finished, the moderator thanked us and indicated his 
desire to host a similar panel a couple of years in the 
future. I responded by saying that I would like to 
return in about ten years and then talk about the 
continuing turbulence in the industry. I am not sure 
the current environment is a turbulent one, but it 
certainly continues to be characterized by change, not 
all of which could have been foreseen a couple of 
years ago. l hope to be able to continue observing this 
exciting and evolving industry for many years. 

Through aviation's first fifty years the most 
significant changes involved aircraft technology and 
heavy government regulation. For the last ten years 
the most significant changes have been institutjonal as 
government regulation was dismantled by the Airline 
Deregulation Act of 1978 and global airline 
"liberaHzation." 

U.S. airline deregulation initially led to expansion in 
the number of airlines and then, more recently, to 
consolidation through mergers and acquisitions. A 
strong group of bigger airlines have emerged, trading 
traditional linear route systems for some 35 connecting 
airport centers, or "hubs." Fares have decreased in 
most markets, and traffic has expanded rapidly in 
response to increased service and fare reductions. To 
meet the growing demand, fleet size and the number 
of aircraft operations have dramatically expanded in 
the U.S. 

We are all familiar with the resulting traffic increases, 
both here and abroad. The air transportation system 
has become the world's major provider of public 
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intercity transportation. It has become the preferred 
form of travel for business and leisure. It has become 
a true form of mass transportation. 

The Airport Capacity J>roblcm 

A lack of adequate airport capacity has surely become 
one of, if not the most potentially crippling problem 
facing aviation. 

The airport capacity crisis directly or indirectly 
affects all countries and has reached epidemic 
proportions in some. Today, some 22 major airports in 
the United States are capacity constrained, exceeding 
20,000 hours annually of airline flight delays. By 1997 
that number of airports will double. By 1997 the 
number of U.S. airports exceeding 50,000 hours of 
delay will more than triple compared to 1987, and the 
number of airports forecast to have 50,000 to 100,000 
hours of airline aircraft delay will grow to 14, as 
compared to just four today. The cost of delays to the 
airlines is estimated now at $3 billion a year. Since 
1984, airborne delay has been declining while delay on 
the ground has been increasing. 

The same situation is evidenced in Europe. A recent 
IAT A study identified 35 European airports with 
capacity constraints, seven of which require 
immediate priority action. 

The industry's prospects for continued growth hinge 
on its ability to maintain a viable airport system. But, 
if airports cannot handle today's volume of passengers, 
how will they ever handle the doubling of passenger 
traffic expected by 2000? And the doubling again by 
2018? If airports cannot solve the aircraft noise 
problem, how will they secure the local public 
approvals needed to construct new facilities to meet 
the capacity demands of 2000 and beyond? If airports 
do not develop new sources of capital, where will the 
funds for major new airport development come from? 

The list of challenges is long and intricate. While I 
would be safer and -- at this point - much prefer to 
call on Solomon, let me address some of these major 
airport issues and possible solutions. 

The principal issues and solutions involve both 
short-term and long-term elements. The short-term 
elements will include at least three programs (1) 
extracting maximum capacity increases from the 
current system through improvements in airport 
technology and aircraft operating procedures, (2) 
resolving the aircraft noise problem and 
re-establishing capacity growth, and (3) establishing 
new financial mechanisms to fund the enormous 

airport facility improvements needed. This last need 
will differ country by country. 

For the long term in the United States we must begin, 
now, a comprehensive study of new airport needs and 
measures to insure their development in a timely 
fashion. 

Short-Term Actions 

Expanding Capacity at Existing Airports. We are all 
too familiar with the excruciating length of time 
required for the approval and construction process 
leading to the opening of new runways and new 
airports. New runways take from four to eight years. 
New airports, anywhere from 10 to 15 years. 
Obviously, too long a period to help meet today's 
capacity needs and our expanding capacity needs 
during the next five years. 

For near-term purposes, our best solution is to use 
technology and enhanced operating procedures to 
make existing airports and runways as efficient as 
possible. This can be done. Recent studies indicate 
that for instrument conditions (IFR), capacity 
increases of 40 percent to 100 percent can result from 
the addition of new independent arrival streams (e.g., 
to independent closely spaced or converging runways) 
by means of appropriate changes to A TC procedures. 
In addition, reduction of separation standards, both 
longitudinal and lateral, can result in 15 percent to 20 
percent increases in IFR capacity arrival. Reduction 
of A TC system variables, primarily through 
automation, can result in a 10 percent to 15 percent 
increase in IFR arrival capacity. 

For visual conditions (VFR), capacity gains of up to 
20 percent can be achieved through reduction of 
arrival time variability and decreased runway arrival 
occupancy time. 

A decrease of 10 seconds in departure separations 
would produce an 18-percent increase in VFR 
departure capacity. 

These achievable gains are very much worth pursuing 
considering the multiplier which promises a five
percent reduction in delay costs for every percentage 
point of capacity gain. 

Major Initiatives. A broadly represented Industry 
Capacity Task Force has been working closely with 
FAA to complete simulation and flight demonstration 
of these types of initiatives to permit their 
implementation as early as possible. These major 
initiatives include: 



I. Reducing lateral IFR in-trail separation between 
aircraft on approach. Separation on final approach 
between large aircraft has now been reduced to 2.5 
nm. Investigations of additional spacing 
improvements continue for various types and mixes of 
aircraft. All airports can benefit from reduction of 
required longitudinal separation. 

2. Reducing separation between parallel runways for 
simultaneous IFR independent operations. Simulations 
and new demonstrations indicate that separation can 
be reduced from the current 4,300 feet down to 3,000 
feet, and perhaps even to 2,500 feet. Among the top 
100 U.S. airports, 26 have or plan to have parallel 
runways with separations of 3,000 to 4,300 feet. 

3. Developing new airport surveillance sensors with 
high data renewal rates and advanced displays to aid 
runway separation reductions. Reductions in the 
current radar sensor update rate of 4.8 seconds are 
being demonstrated with new sensors installed at 
Raleigh-Durham Airport (0.5 second) and at Memphis 
(2.4 seconds). These sensors, if successful, will provide 
the basis for independent IFR operations on parallel 
runways with separation of 3,000 feet or less as well as 
for lower minimum separation on converging 
runways. 

4. Simultaneous IFR approaches to converging 
runways (dependent or independent). Approaches to 
converging runways are now being allowed during 
IFR conditions, and demonstration will continue to 
develop procedures for reduced separation on 
converging approaches. There are about 60 
converging runway layouts at the top 100 U.S. airports. 
If dependent IFR converging approaches are 
approved, capacity increases of about eight arrivals 
per hour could be achieved at these candidate airports. 

There are some 33 airport candidates for independent 
converging IFR approaches, which could 
approximately double the capacity for single IFR 
runway arrivals. 

5. Dependent runway approaches in IFR. Analysis 
indicates that the diagonal separation for IFR 
operations could be reduced from 2 nm to 1.5 nm for 
runways with separations closer than the currently 
required 2,500 feet. Of the top 100 U.S. airports, 27 
have parallel runways with separations of 1,000 to 
2,500 feet. About 14 additional arrivals per hour 
would be possible if diagonal aircraft separation can 
be reduced to 1.5 nm. 

6. Procedures for integration of independent short 
runways into present airport configurations. Of the 
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top 100 U.S. airports, about 60 can benefit from the 
independent use of separate short IFR runways. 

7. Confirmation of procedures for eventual 
introduction of closely spaced triple and quadruple 
runways for independent IFR operations. Ten 
airports are candidates for independent triple runway 
operations, which could achieve increases in IFR 
arrival capacity of up to 100 percent. 

8. Develop optimum methods for terminal and airport 
automation. 

9. Updating and procurement of computer models 
that will assist with decisions on detailed airport 
capacity operations (ADSIM), analyzing terminal area 
air space capacity options (SIMMOD), and evaluating 
and providing "fast looks" at various integrated airport 
capacity options (JOLENE). 

10. Exploitation of almost parallel, splayed and 
curved or segmented approach path operations. 

11. Application of cockpit traffic displays to provide 
better situation information to pilots. 

12. Reduction of wake turbulence. 

13. Better real time information on winds and wind 
gradients. 

14. Development of airport surface surveillance, 
guidance, control, and automation. 

15. Acceleration of specific individual airport 
capacity improvement studies. 

The capacity increases available from these concepts 
vary by airport, by weather, and by aircraft mix. As 
a rule of thumb, new runways or changes in ATC 
procedures that permit independent arrival streams 
can yield capacity increases of 40 to 100 percent at 
particular airports. Reduced separation standards can 
yield increases of 15 to 20 percent in arrival capacity 
increases. Reducing the variability in the ATC system 
through automation could yield 10 to 15 percent more 
capacity increases. 

There is solid evidence that our current airports, 
depending on local circumstances, can achieve 
significant capacity increases in the short term 
through these types of initiatives. These gains will 
depend on the willingness of Congress to provide 
adequate R&D funding and FAA's determination to 
keep their efforts in these areas, with adequate 
staffing, on the front burner. 
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Aircraft Noise Program. Another immediate challenge 
to airport management is the unsolved problem of 
aircraft noise. Noise remains a major problem because 
it dramatically affects the process for environmental 
and local political approvals for airport expansion and 
construction of new runways and new airports. 
Further, locally required aircraft noise abatement 
procedures may tend to reduce existing airport 
capacity through restrictions that prevent full use of 
airport approach and departure paths, limit the 
number of aircraft operations or the hours of 
operation, or require preferential runway use or 
periodic rotation of alternate runways. 

To maintain current airport capacity and to remove 
roadblocks to new airport capacity construction a 
comprehensive national noise program must be 
fashioned at the federal level. Such a program should 
have three principal elements. To control the extent 
of noise exposure around airports, the Federal 
Government must encourage the States to accept 
responsibility for creating environmental protection 
areas at each commercial airport, overseen by a local 
public board responsible for implementing and 
enforcing compatible land use and noise mitigation 
measures for non-airport property within the 65 Ldn 
noise contour. The Federal Government should 
provide guidelines for operation within such areas and 
tie the flow of some portion of the State's 
transportation funding to the timely implementation 
of operational requirements for protected areas. 

Second, the Federal Government should establish a 
final cut-off date for operation of all FAR Part 36, 
Stage 2 low-bypass-ratio aircraft (ICAO Annex 16, 
Chapter 2) no later than December 31, 1999, subject to 
assurance of the ability of manufacturers to produce 
Stage 3 aircraft, hush kits, or re-engine assemblies at 
rates sufficient to meet the established cut-off date. 

Third, the Federal Government should prohibit 
airports from imposing any new local airport noise 
restrictions as to the type of aircraft, number of 
aircraft, or time of day of airline aircraft operations. 

After a year and a half of deliberation, this program 
concept has been advanced by a joint airline/airport 
Noise-Capacity working group. While no noise 
program can satisfy every group's individual needs, 
this program offers a new initiative to resolve a 
stumbling block to achieving airport capacity gains. 

In addition to the technical feasibility of producing 
sufficient Stage 3 aircraft, replacement of the Stage 
2 fleet (some 4,000 aircraft worldwide and 2,100 in 
North America alone) presents a financial conundrum 

At an approximate cost of $175,000 per seat, a total 
replacement of the current Stage 2 fleet would run 
about $1.5 billion based on a 25-year life, and as much 
as $3.2 billion based on a 30-year life. It appears that 
total replacement is technically possible. It is 
estimated that free-world manufacturers are currently 
capable of producing some 650 new Stage 3 aircraft 
per year which, over a ten-year period, would provide 
6,500 new aircraft. 

The replacement cost of $1.5 to $3.2 billion could be 
reduced if some portion of the Stage 2 fleet were 
retrofitted with hush kits or re-engined to meet Stage 
3 noise levels. According to a recent A VMARK study, 
the average age of the entire U.S. airline passenger 
aircraft fleet (including newer Stage 3 aircraft) is 12.5 
years. For cargo aircraft (about 800) the average age 
is 16.6 years. It is interesting to note that major 
airlines use 15 years to 20 years to calculate total 
depreciation. 

New Funding Mechanisms. In Fiscal Year 1989, 
request for U.S. Airport and Airways Trust Fund 
monies from the top 100 airports for projects to 
increase capacity amounted to about $1 billion. This 
compares the total available Trust Fund monies of $1.4 
billion for all U.S. airport development requests. FAA 
currently has more than $7 billion in unfunded airport 
project requests. Total U.S. airport development needs 
(Trust Fund eligible and ineligible) exceeded $5.6 
billion per year, not including funding for future new 
airports. 

Today, airports face a funding shortfall of as much as 
$2 billion per year for capacity and other airport 
development needs. This funding shortage will surely 
increase in the 1990s as total airport development 
projects expand. It is incumbent upon Congress to 
recognize this airport financial need. Without 
available funding, airport capacity facilities will not 
be put in place during the 1990s. 

In light of the continuing Federal budget deficit, it is 
unrealistic to imagine that Congress, no matter how 
sympathetic to need, will increase the level of funding 
in the Airport and Airways Trust Fund to meet future 
airport development needs. It may not even be 
appropriate in this maturing industry to conceptualize 
an expanded Trust Fund as the best vehicle to meet 
diverse airport funding needs. In fact, the time is 
right to position airports to be able to fund greater 
portions of their own expansion needs in the 1990s 
and beyond. 

Two new funding mechanisms offer great potential in 
this respect: congressionally authorized passenger 



facility charges and a federally instituted revolving 
loan fund. Both concepts offer differing but 
complementary advantages to airports, while 
unlinking the high airport funding needs from the 
complications of the Federal budget and its vacillating 
processes. 

Passenger Facility Charge. The most direct means for 
an airport to establish new reliable funding, with 
greater control over the pace and level of 
development, is through a passenger facility charge 
(PFC). The PFC could increase an airport's revenues 
in direct proportion to its traffic growth and could be 
adjusted to accommodate increased or decreased 
funding needs, unencumbered by Federal budget 
constraints or airline unwillingness to provide 
financial support for new capacity improvements that 
increase opportunities for competitors. 

It is important, though, and in the interest of all 
concerned that PFC revenues be controlled through 
dedication to support only specific AIP-eligible airport 
needs, such as capacity and noise abatement programs 
and federally mandated safety and security projects. 
Further, to permit airports to assess different 
categories of passengers who would be the major 
beneficiaries of particular projects, airports should 
have flexibility to charge different PFCs for domestic 
origin-destination, connecting, and international 
passengers. 

Revolving Loa n F und. A second means to create new 
airport capital funding is to take advantage of some 
of the $6 billion uncommitted surplus in the federally 
controlled Airport and Airways Trust Fund. Congress 
could create a revolving loan fund (RLF) for airports 
by a single lump-sum deposit from the Airport and 
Airways Trust Fund surplus or by a series of annual 
appropriations from the Trust Fund. 

A minimum of $1 billion in loans annually, over a 
thirty-year period, would provide financing for up 
$68 billion in airport construction projects. Loans 
would be amortized over periods up to 20 years and 
would be made at market rates. A grace period of 
interest should be considered to permit the project to 
come on line and begin producing revenue. The loans 
would be secured by the pledge of net revenues from 
the project or from airport operations subordinated to 
prior bonded indebtedness. 

One advantage of the RLF concept would be making 
productive use of the Trust Fund surplus. The RLF 
concept offers a market-based means of encouraging 
projects that will be self-supporting. Further, because 
of the lower overall borrowing costs associated with a 
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loan fund, many projects that might otherwise be 
considered marginal, or be delayed until demand 
exceeded capacity, would become financially feasible. 
Revolving loans can be more cost-effective than 
tax-exempt debt because reserve requirements and 
other legal and administrative restrictions placed on 
tax-exempt issues can significantly diminish the 
amount of bond proceeds actually available for 
investment. Airport repayments of principal and 
interest would be repaid to the fund, thereby creating 
a continuing base for loans to other airports in future 
years. 

Long-Term Actions 

For the long term we need think in new terms: new 
airports, new infrastructure concepts, new 
technologies, and new aircraft. We need to develop 
new concepts to meet specific future air transportation 
needs. 

But time - even at this date -- is running out. We can 
do nothing and let events lead us surely into deeper 
chaos, or we can use the relatively short time we h'.we 
to begin responsible long-term planning now. This 
planning must look at a number of options. 

What number and what types of new airports do we 
need for 2000, for 2020? What types of new 
technology must we inspire to produce the smart 
airports of the next century? 

To reach such decisions we need to understand what 
types of new aircraft technology we will have in the 
skies by 2000 or 2020. Can we develop economic 
VTOL, VSTOL, or tiltrotor aircraft for airports to 
provide short-haul service from city centers? Can we 
attack the long-distance, expanding markets (for 
example, the Pacific rim) with a Mach-2 or 2.5 aircraft 
that can be used at conventional airports, or will we 
have very-high-speed civil aircraft requiring new 
airport concepts? 

Planning for the airport needs of 2000 and beyond 
will require a federally coordinated comprehensive 
national and international needs study. A few basic 
ingredients of such study will include: 

I. Projected domestic and international passenger and 
cargo growth for individual communities and for 
regions and subregions in order to quantify the levels 
of capacity that will be needed; 

2. Types and numbers of new aircraft that will be 
added to the fleet (e.g., VSTOL, high-speed civil 
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aircraft) to determine the options available 
for carrying passengers and cargo; and 

3. New airport concepts and technology to enhance 
airport capacities. 

Obviously, the study must be structured to produce 
recommended development, specific options, and best 
alternatives for airport needs of the 21st Century. For 
example: To what extent can current airports be 
expanded to meet local future capacity needs? When 
must local replacement airports be started in order to 
come on line to meet developing local requirements? 
By what date will specific communities require a 
second or third airport to meet projected needs? Is 
there a practical use for new remotely located airports 
to serve as regional redistributive (hub) centers for 
domestic traffic? Will economically viable STOL and 
VSTOL aircraft permit implementation of a new 
system of airports built to serve major population 
centers, e.g., in the Northeast corridor, or other similar 
closely knit regional areas? Will travel time saved by 
the introduction of Mach-2, or faster, aircraft justify 
construction of megaports to act as transfer airports 
for redistribution of international passengers? 

In this respect it is quite possible that a Mach 2.5 
aircraft, available in 2000, cutting air travel times to 
Tokyo or Sidney in half, could justify a West Coast 
U.S. megaport to serve as an international 
redistribution hub. Such a megaport could free up 
capacity at several major West Coast airports. The 
same concept can be visualized for the East Coast and 
for a strategic location in Europe. 

A plan, begun now, is our best hope to an efficient 
and effective air transportation system for the next 
century. 

Conclusion 

In summary, for the short term (1989-1995), the 
industry must take full advantage of current airport 
technology and enhanced aircraft operating 
procedures to increase the capacity of our present 
airport system This has already begun and promises 
to help with current needs. The Federal Government 
should establish a national aircraft noise program that 
will result in enhanced airport capacity and address 
local opposition to future new airport development. It 
will be necessary to craft new funding alternatives to 
allow local airport operators to undertake needed 
airport capacity, safety, and security programs. 
Airlines should be encouraged to expand their 
hubbing systems to less utilized airports capable of 
providing new operational capacity. 

For the mid-term (1995-2000) we should facilitate the 
construction of new runways, where possible, at 
present airports making use of demonstrated reduced 
operating criteria being advanced by FAA. 

For the long term (2000 and beyond), we should begin 
a comprehensive study now to insure an efficient 21st 
century airport system with full capacity that marries 
the best airport alternatives with new aircraft and 
airport technology. 
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WORKSHOP SUMMARIES 

INTERNATIONAL AVIATION 

Louis Gialloreto 
Air Canada 

To review significant events and trends in global air 
transportation the International Panel premised their 
deliberations on six concepts. These concepts allowed 
the group to channel discussion of present and future 
trends and to develop an evolutionary scenario for 
international air transport. The group concluded by 
listing major unknown, or as yet unquantifiable, 
factors that could have significant impact on future 
international air transportation. 

Premise No. 1. As time goes on, air transportation will 
become nwre and nwre like any other business. This 
means that industry/ government interface will decrease, 
national ownership requirements will diminish. and the 
industry will be managed nwre by strong generic 
marketers and financiers than by industry specialists. 

Participants noted the recent spate of hiring of 
non-airline specialists for top positions in several 
carriers such as British Airways and Lufthansa and 
the recent trend toward leveraged buy-outs among 
U.S. carriers by new owners without previous 
experience in air transportation (e. g., Northwest, 
Trump Air, TWA). 

It was also asserted that, as time goes on airlines would 
have to compete more and more for market funds 
with companies from other lines of business. 
However, the reputation of airlines as a glamour stock 
(perhaps attributable to the asset value implicit in 
airline fleet ownership) may give air carriers an edge 
over other types of companies in the short term. As 
supplies of aircraft exceed demand in any future 
downturn, this edge may be lost. 

New types of managers entering the airline industry 
will bring with them new methods transplanted from 
other industries. For example, the concept of 
franchising has been introduced by both passenger 
and cargo carriers over the last 12-18 months. Product 
branding, strong product segmentation, and new 
hybrid financing mechanisms are beginning to 
permeate the industry. Contra-cyclical strategies of 
diversification into both airline-related and 
non-related areas are additional tools that are seeing a 
higher rate of application. 

As the global industry moves away from a strictly 
regulated "public convenience and necessity" credo 

towards a much stronger "fit, willing and able" 
commercialized "for-profit" motive, the key to future 
success will be to obtain and manage new profitable 
growth. Thus, the search for innovative ideas and the 
need for fresh management perspectives will continue 
unabated. 

While airlines cannot be entirely like any other 
business, because of technical and infrastructural 
peculiarities, management methods and the experience 
of other industries will see increased application to 
air transport. Thus, forecasting future trends may 
have to make greater use of methods that are 
conventional to other economic sector but unfamiliar 
in aviation. 

Premise No. 2. In a world where air transport ceases to 
be a protected industry, a new kind of industry structure 
will evolve. 

More and more international air carriers are being 
privatized. Foreign ownership in indigenous flag 
carriers is increasing. Economic regulation is abating. 
It seems reasonable to assume that differently 
structured carriers will continue to evolve. 
Participants identified several types of carriers that 
will populate the international industry in coming 
years: 

1. The Multinational Megacarrier, analogous to 
multinational companies in other sectors, will be 
formed by the alliance of several large international 
carriers from different continents. This multimega 
carrier is then jointly positioned to absorb global 
growth in virtually any international market and 
participate in several domestic markets simultaneously. 

2. The large conventional international carrier is an 
airline that will seek to grow by building and 
extending its network from a single country base. 

3. The niched carrier is an airline that will seek to 
serve a single market segment (i.e. luxury-business or 
cheapleisure). This type of carrier will seek growth 
both by expanding geographically and by serving its 
specialized niche better than any other supplier. 

4. The brand name carrier that has its own strong 
product and service specifications and has an 
established brand name. All of the actual operating 
services such as aircraft, technical services, pilots, 
catering, airport handling, and so forth are all 
subcontracted to other independent suppliers. A 
possible variant of this scenario would be development 
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of large service companies that are expert in providing 
services to airline clients. The actual air carriers with 
this type of structure would be pure marketing and 
finance organisms that leased everything else. 

The overall pace of evolution among the present 
international air carriers toward one of these 
structures will be conditioned by a trade-off of risk, 
return on investment, and corporate independence. 
Carriers seeking new growth but unable to find it in 
their traditional markets will forge links to share in 
growth from nontraditional markets. Other carriers 
will try to attain global network coverage by growing 
through their own independent means. The profit to 
be attained in each case will determine the structure. 
The political need to maintain an independent 
national air transport entity will undoubtedly also be 
a factor for many of the current flag carriers. The 
transition to newly structured multimega carriers 
could proceed as follows: a) a cooperative marketing 
alliance between carriers, b) an exchange of minority 
equity share, c) development of a joint identity 
(service standard, market brand name), and d) a fully 
merged identity (with a joint equity base). 

Given the less protected nature of the global air 
transport business and its greater vulnerability to the 
extremes of the economic cycle, it was felt that many 
new entrant and niche carriers would continue to have 
the opportunity to enter and co-exist in the 
marketplace. 

Premise No. 3. As the trend towards large global air 
carriers evolves and government regulatory involvement 
diminishes, airlines will also begin to own and/ or manage 
the operating infrastructure they use to do business. 

Participants recognized certain critical infrastructure 
issues: 

I. Since many of the basic components of an airline's 
product are directly linked to on-time performance, it 
could be said that air carriers are to some extent losing 
control over their product. 

2. Many carriers have already made significant 
investments, either directly or via a subsidiary 
company, in building and managing various 
component pieces (terminals) of the infrastructure but 
have no ultimate control or ownership in the system 

3. Ownership and management methods vary greatly 
between nations making intercountry development of 
infrastructure (e.g., Eurocontrol) difficult. 

Given these inequities in the present system, what are 
the alternatives to improve the situation? Clearly the 
system must be efficient and have the capacity to 
fund timely improvements and grow apace with 
airline requirements in order to serve the market. 
Finally, it should be an unbiased system that does not 
favor one air carrier over another. In the case of 
international air transport the principle of 
nondiscrimination against foreign carriers and the 
mandatory provision of equal access to the 
infrastructure and services are key issues. 

The panel discussed the issue of air carrier ownership 
of the infrastructure. With the current push for 
enhanced profitability and the corresponding search 
for improvements in productivity and efficiency, it 
was generally felt that air carrier ownership of 
infrastructure was probably not the answer. By the 
same token the shift in many countries away from 
government ownership to an unbiased independent, 
private "for-profit" organization could lead to an 
improvement in responsiveness. Given uniformly high 
standards of system safety and compliance with 
security requirements of the nation in question, this 
third party management approach was felt to be 
preferable to the existing processes in many nations. 

Finally, participants agreed that more accurate 
reporting of the financial costs of delays and other 
system shortfalls could lead to timely corrective action 
being taken. In some zones the lack of new system 
capacity has had the net effect of actually 
reregulating the system and blocking competitive 
carrier access. This is a major worldwide problem that 
could significantly alter future industry future growth 
trends. 

Premise No. 4. If air transportation becomes like any 
other industry, it will no longer be protected from the 
extremes of the economic cycle. This could have 
significant management and performance implications. 

So far, only U.S. carriers had gone through a 
deregulated recession. The experience proved to be a 
significant learning opportunity for U.S. domestic 
airlines. Participants felt that U.S. carriers had in fact 
learned a great deal from the last recession and would 
be less likely to get involved in the same cyclical errors 
committed last time around. Similarly, the 
international panelists felt that, having witnessed and 
analyzed the U.S. carrier strategies and tactics during 
the last downturn, they had also learned from past 
errors. If both of these assertions prove accurate, the 
opportunity for new entrants to emerge in the next 
downturn appear to be more limited than they were in 
the U.S. domestic market in 1981-1984. 



North American air traffic growth for the coming 
12-24 months was projected to be lower than the 
previous 24 months, however no recessionary pattern 
is presently projected. North American yields are 
close to peaking, and during the course of the next 
3-24 months fare wars may emerge as traffic growth 
slows. 

In Europe heightened competition is already having 
a negative impact on average yields in what have been 
traditionally high yielding internal European markets. 
It was also felt that European markets were also going 
to experience a reduced traffic growth rate caused 
primarily by a significant reduction in bulk leisure 
segment growth over the next 12-24 months. 

Japan is projecting continued strong domestic and 
international traffic growth with an average of 5 
percent per year on domestic services and up to 15 
percent per year on international routes to and from 
Japan over the next 12-24 months. 

Participants also remarked upon the different methods 
of growth that were available to international carriers. 

U.S. carriers have been able to introduce a greater 
flexibility into the management of their human and 
mechanical factors of production. U.S. labor, 
bankruptcy, and certain aircraft tax and leasing laws 
have helped in this respect. Foreign carriers have a 
more onerous social commitment to labor groups and 
thus less flexibility in trimming unproductive labor 
resources. 

Non-U.S. carriers seem to have a more cautious 
attitude toward growth and are more comfortable 
with small, well-spaced chunks of growth. U.S. 
carriers, on the other hand, have this enhanced 
flexibility to add and drop resources and so are 
willing to add growth in bigger chunks even if they 
must subsequently retrench. Over the longer term, 
this has led to different attitudes towards managing 
the risk of growth and overgrowth. The more 
cautious European attitude may mean a first cycle of 
economic deregulation in the post-1993 EEC that will 
be less tumultuous than that experienced in post-1978 
US domestic markets. 

In general, the infrastructure of the airline industry 
has been able to handle growth only in small, 
well-spaced chunks that allow time to catch up. Some 
participants felt that many of the current problems 
with system capacity can be directly traced to the 
relatively extreme pace of growth in global air traffic 
over the last 3-5 years. 
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The global commercial realities of the future will 
force all international carriers to build more flexibility 
into their corporate structures to cater to the extremes 
of the economic cycle and the profit expectations of 
stakeholders. Subcontracting and foreign labor 
sourcing are becoming increasingly popular methods 
in this area. 

Premise No. 5. Several trends over the next three to five 
years will af feet the air carrier industry and the 
development of aviation infrastructure. 

Participants felt that the following were probably the 
key trends: 

I. All carriers will need to seek profitable new 
growth. 

2. Given reduced domestic growth rates in many 
countries and the maturing of some other post
deregulation zones, much of the future growth seems 
likely to come from international markets and services. 

3. Newly structured carriers will emerge, and the 
industry will see multinational airlines in the future. 
These carriers will have diversified ownership bases 
and use marketing and financing methods borrowed 
from other deregulated industrial sectors. 

4. Growth projections seem to indicate a slowing of 
traffic and yield growth in most markets with the 
exception of Japan. No imminent recession is 
projected. 

5. Infrastructure issues will continue to be a constraint 
on free market forces until such time as airport and 
airspace capacity can catch up to air carrier needs. A 
slower projected pace of traffic growth over the next 
12-24 months in many markets could facilitate this 
catch-up. 

6. Future business success of air carriers will be 
consumer-driven, not internally (corporately) driven. 

7. Whatever corporate structure an airline adopts, it 
will have to be highly flexible to cope with the 
extremes of the economic cycle from which it is no 
longer immune. 

8. To the greatest extent possible, management of the 
infrastructure should be put into the hands of a third
party, independent, and unbiased "for-profit" 
organization that can assure the viability and growth 
of the system. 
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9. Since air transportation will become much more 
like businesses in other sectors, the methods used to 
project future trends in other industries will become 
germane to air transport. 

Premise No. 6. There are several major unk,wwns that 
will af feet international air transport and any projections 
of its future. 

The panel concluded that the following were probably 
the pivotal questions: 

1. How much outside ownership by foreign interests 
or corporations not previously affiliated with aviation 
will be allowed in the airline industry? 

2. What form will Europe take in 1993? 
3. How will other rules of the game change? (For 
example, will there be a new Chicago Convention that 
allows cabotage?) 

4. How fast and how effectively will infrastructure 
constraints on free-market industry growth be 
resolved? Will the resolution of these issues be the 
ultimate controller of the pace of global air transport 
growth? 

5. Where will the big new markets of tomorrow be 
discovered or created? 

6. To what extent will air transport becomes a 
business like any other? Will the rules of the game 

U.S. DOMESTIC MAJORS 

Edmund S. Greenslet 
EGS Aviation Services 

This panel was made up of a broad range of interests 
in the U.S. domestic airline industry --airlines, 
consultants, government, the financial community, 
manufacturers, airline labor, and users of the air 
transport system Rather than producing a specific 
forecast, the panel concentrated on several of the 
critical issues that would have a major influence on 
the airlines over the coming years. These included the 
changing industry structure, pricing trends, people 
issues, and government relations. 

allow the industry to develop on its own, or will 
regulatory actions interfere? 

Information Problems and Needs 

As international competition between carriers heats 
up, it is likely that commercial information will 
become more sensitive and consequently less available. 

Government-mandated extraction of information 
from foreign carriers by local regulatory requirement 
is not a positive development, and only equal access by 
all market participants to any information gathered 
would seem equitable. 

Faster decision-making processes that mimic the 
increased pace of change in the industry mean less 
time for analysis and reduced use of information. 

Increased global antitrust vigilance also means that 
exchange of data between carriers is in question. 
Everyone would like to have as much accurate 
competitive information as possible without having 
to give up any of their own sensitive market data. 

Overall, it seems that, while the need for exchange 
of data between air carriers and other elements of the 
international aviation system has never been greater, 
competitive pressure between international carriers 
many not prove to be the ideal environment for 
enhanced exchange of data among various parties. 

A Conservative Industry 

The domestic industry is showing signs of becoming 
increasingly conservative, and risk-averse in the area 
of market development. The industry is in a period 
of considerable internal stress relating to takeovers, 
real and threatened; and this adds to a tendency to 
direct corporate energies away from the kind of 
innovations that produced vigorous traffic growth a 
few years ago. If continued, this path might lead to 
a return of the economic stagnation that characterized 
the latter years of Civil Aeronautics Board regulation. 

In those years the industry was obsessed with the 
minutiae of rate and route decision. This rigid 



economic structure was swept away by deregulation, 
but it now seems to have been replaced by a similar 
obsession with the minutiae of what is called yield 
management. It appears that this valuable 
management tool i:; being used more to entrench the 
existing market power of the dominant producers than 
to build volume. Following the recent industry wave 
of mergers and consolidations, many airlines seem to 
see higher prices as a more secure source of revenue 
than an aggressive search for more traffic. There is 
considerable logic to this position, given the extreme 
differences in financial strength among companies. 
The strong carriers may be correct in feeling that a 
patient, risk-averse, strategy will work to their 
advantage as market forces continue to weed out the 
weaker airlines thereby delivering greater market 
share to them 

Most of the latest developments in the industry serve 
to reinforce this "yield vs. growth" strategy. The 
addition of large amounts of debt due to leveraged 
buy-outs and the creation of Employee Stock 
Ownership Plans (ESOPs) involve considerable 
financial risk. The need to generate consistent cash 
flow to make these plans work will tend to produce 
conservative operating plans, with more emphasis on 
higher air fares than on market development. 

Effect on Airway and Airoort Issues 

These trends will have an effect on the airways and 
even more on airports. The well documented need for 
improvements in the airway system are likely to be 
supported by the carriers. These improvements 
promise more efficient operations, particularly at 
major hubs, at no direct cost to the airlines. Airport 
expansion is a different matter. It may be that major 
airlines are content to live with a shortage in this area 
since runway expansion will add to their costs, and at 
the same time could make it possible for new 
competition to enter their markets. The opposition to 
the new airport at Denver may be a clue to airline 
views in this area. This line of thought suggests that 
the interests of public policy may not be the same as 
those of the airlines in this critical area. 

Perhaps the most significant implication of this airline 
operating strategy will be on the industry's 
relationship with the government. The political base 
for some type of re-regulation is now being formed 
in congressional hearings. The list of concerns 
includes hub pricing, computerized reservation system 
(CRS) abuse, gate control at "fortress" hubs, frequent 
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flyer programs, consolidation of market share, slot 
sales, and the lack of low fares. The major airlines 
can be expected to continue to follow the path of their 
own best interest (and we should not expect them to 
do otherwise), but following this path is more and 
more likely to lead to some kind of federal legislation 
within a few years. It is not certain what form this 
will take, but it is fairly sure that its intent will be to 
increase competition and limit the economic power of 
the largest companies. 

A Potential Shortage of Skilled Employees 

It is already apparent that the pool of skilled people 
in the maintenance area is inadequate for the needs 
of the business. Competition from better paying 
industries combined with growing maintenance 
requirements of an increasing number of older 
aircraft seem to be the major reasons. Solving this 
need through the traditional market mechanism means 
higher pay and perhaps a greater involvement in 
training. This will tend to increase airline costs. 

In a few years, much the same situation may exist 
with pilots. Here the competition is not from other 
industries, but from foreign airlines that see the 
United States as an available source of flight crews to 
meet their expansion plans. This program will be 
compounded by the growing number of pilot 
retirements in the next decade. Again, higher pay and 
more direct training will be the answer, adding 
further to airline cost pressures. 

Data Needs 

All of the trends that the panel identified argue the 
need for better data. The prospects do not appear to 
be good for adding new requirements to those already 
contained in the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(and the old Civil Aeronautics Board) Form 41, but 
given the prospect of increased government concern, 
and possible legislation, there was a strong feeling that 

no more reductions in the data should occur. Specific 
ideas for improvement were: (1) tap private sources 
such as the Future Aviation Professionals of America 
for information on employment issues, (2) use CRS 
systems to capture origin and destination data, and (3) 
use of consistently applied series of surveys to do 
market research. These surveys might have to be done 
by carriers, but they could also be carried out by 
airport authorities. 
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REGIONAL AVIATION 

J. Bruce McClelland 
British Aerospace, Inc. 

The Regional Aviation panel reflected the 
international character of this industry. On the panel 
were representatives from manufacturers in Brazil, 
Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States. As 
international as this group was, however, we all 
acknowledged that the United States is indeed the 
largest market for regional aircraft Therefore, our 
deliberations tended to be heavily U.S. oriented, 
although we did address emerging regional aviation 
networks elsewhere in the world. 

Individual members of the panel made presentations 
on a variety of issues which they felt were likely to be 
important determinants in the shaping of the future 
of regional aviation. Out of these presentations came 
a few basic points which will be discussed later. First, 
I would like to briefly describe the topics of 
discussion. 

Discussion Topics 

Our panel considered the character of rural air service 
in the United States. We learned that service to 
smaller communities, while being perceived as 
declining because of aircraft utilized, in fact has 
improved. 

We looked at the increasing regulatory burden on U.S. 
regional aviation, which will make it more expensive 
to operate regional aircraft. We concluded that the 
costs would make regional aviation only slightly more 
expensive to passengers. 

One study covered the growing competition between 
regional airline partners of the major carriers at 
smaller cities, in which it was concluded that 
competition is increasing at these destinations. This 
indicates a continued need for smaller turboprop 
aircraft. 

Another study presented an economic model that 
might be able to quantify the stimulative effects of 
additional point-to-point service, although this might 
take the form of what might be described as tertiary 
hubs. 

In that light, we looked at the issue of congestion at 
airports and its likely effect on regional aviation. It 
would appear that pressures to use economic measures 

to manage airport demand (such as the Massport 
PACE initiative) will increasingly affect regional 
airlines but, more importantly, the rural communities 
which depend on airport access to communicate with 
the outside world. 

Given our international character, we turned to 
Europe, where we found regional aviation playing a 
role different from that in the United States. 
Regional aviation in Europe tends to be oriented 
towards direct service between smaller cities rather 
than feeding traffic to the largest carriers, as in the 
United States. The development of regional airline 
networks in this way is the result of constraints placed 
on liberalization in Europe. 

Next we noted how the domination of the largest 
airlines is continuing worldwide, with greater equity 
holdings by large carriers in smaller carriers all over 
the world. Code-sharing is not just a U.S. 
phenomenon; it is spreading everywhere. 

We considered the possibility of regional aircraft for 
military roles but concluded that the market was 
limited by low priority in worldwide defense budgets 
for regional transport aircraft. 

And finally, we looked at the regional jet 
phenomenon, about which there remains a great deal 
of controversy. On one hand, costs of operating a 50-
seat jet are higher than a comparatively sized 
turboprop. On the other hand, passenger perception 
and greater speed may lead to service in new markets 
not presently served (especially longer thinner routes). 

Conclusions. 

Primarily, we expect to see a new phase of strong 
regional aviation growth. This growth is going to be 
made possible by the development of new, faster, more 
comfortable regional-sized aircraft, ranging from 19-
seat turboprops to 50 passenger jets. 

These aircraft are being developed because of the 
desire to serve more smaller and distant cities from 
hubs in the United States, and to provide more 
long-distance, point-to-point service between smaller 
cities in Europe. The combination of greater 
competition in non-hub cities and new point-to-point 
services will stimulate regional airline traffic. 

There are potential obstacles. Congestion at hub 
airports is likely to lead to continued pressures on 
regional aviation at large hub airports. Perhaps more 
insidious than the airport congestion issue is the 
problem of A TC congestion in Europe which might 



make it difficult to develop the network of regional 
airline routes crisscrossing Europe. 

Furthermore, now that regional airlines are grown up, 
so to speak - indeed some U.S. regional airlines have, 
or soon will be graduated to national airline status by 
virtue of their revenues exceeding $100 million per 
year - regional airlines will be forced to comply with 
a greater burden of safety regulations than they are 
used to. This is likely to make operations less flexible 
and more expensive. 

Perhaps, though, the greatest threat to growth is the 
increasing domination of regional air services by the 
largest airlines through code-sharing agreements and 
ownership, both full and partial, which give the large 
airlines a great deal of clout when it comes to 
determining new services (e.g. who gets to fly which 
route, which aircraft, what to charge, etc.), slowing 
the potential growth of regional aviation. 

These constraints can be opportunities. For instance, 
if regionals are pushed out of large hubs, perhaps this 
will lead to the development of "tertiary hubs", a term 
we coined to cover hubs even smaller than the 
secondary hubs formed in smaller cities today. 

Perhaps the greater regulatory burden will make our 
industry even safer than it has become, thereby 
improving the public confidence in, and thus ridership 
on, regional airlines. And finally, maybe once an 
airline owns its own regionals, it will not be so 
concerned about a regional siphoning off revenue on 
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hub by-pass services, therefore allowing it to explore 
new opportunities in potentially high-yield and 
high-profit markets. 

In conclusion, although we recognized that there are 
potential impediments to regional aviation growth, 
there is enough evidence to justify optimism in the 
future of regional aviation. 

Data Needs 

The most pressing need the panel identified was for 
more consistent data in terms of origin and destination 
(0 & D) traffic statistics. From the panel's standpoint, 
there is an inconsistency with the way the traffic is 
counted. Large carriers participate in the O & D \ 
traffic survey b aJLer carriers do not, thus causing 
discrepancies in data. 

Another area of concern raised by the panel was the 
new TIOO schedule proposed by the Department of 
Transportation to replace T9 and ER 586 schedules of 
Form 41 data and slated to go into effect in January 
1990. Public access to data from the new TIO() 
schedule would be restricted for one year. This 
contrasts with the current situation in which T9 and 
ER 586 data are available immediately upon filing 
with the Department of Transportation. The 
imposition of the one-year restriction would have a 
detrimental effect on analysis because of the highly 
dynamic nature of the airline industry, and it would 
add to the continuing deterioration of available 
aviation data. 
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AIRLINE AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS 

John F. Walsh 
Rohr Industries 

The deliberations of this panel were directed at 
developing a 15-year forecast (1989-2003) of aircraft 
deliveries for the commercial jet transport market. 
Traffic growth and load factor projections as well as 
a forecast of retirement of existing aircraft from the 
world's passenger fleet were also part of the 
forecasting effort A rating system was used to 
develop a consensus on the issues the panel considered 
the most difficult to forecast and those that would 
have the most significant impact in the forecast 
period. 

The manufacturing panel consisted of representatives 
from the following companies: Aeritalia, Fokker, 
Airbus Industries, General Electric, Allied Signal, 
Honeywell, Boeing, IAE, British Aerospace, Pratt & 
Whitney, Douglas Aircraft, Rohr Industries, and Rolls
Royce. 

The participants were asked to submit their forecasts 
in advance, and the results were analyzed during the 
workshop meeting. Each participant provided a brief 
presentation in those areas of the forecast in which 
there were divergent views from the group average. 
Adjustments were made to the consensus forecast 
based on insights obtained during these presentations. 

Traffic Growth and Load Factors 

The results of the traffic projections developed by the 
panel for the 15-year forecast period are shown in 
Table l. There was fairly wide range of growth 
projections as indicated by the high and low values 
in the table. 

The average traffic growth assumptions for the three 
five-year period periods within the forecast's horizon 
are shown in Table 2. The data indicate gradual 
reduction in the rate of growth towards the later 
periods as both the U.S. and non-U.S. markets become 
more mature. The increases in load factors were 
generally believed to develop as result of more 

TABLE I. TRAFFIC GROWTH ASSUMPTIONS, 1989-2003 

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF 
REVENUE PASSENGER MILES! LOW AVERAGE HIGH 

U.S. 3.4% 4.4% 5.1% 

Non-U.S.2 4.9% 5.7% 6.8% 

World Total 4.3% 5.1% 5.8% 

WORLD LOAD FACTOR 65.4% 65.8% 67.9% 

1. Sched.Jled & LnSched.Jled reverue passer'Ejer mi Les 
2. Exclldes USSR bJt inclldes Peoples Rep.t,l ic of China ard Taiwan 

TABLE 2. TRAFFIC GROWTH ASSUMPTIONS, 1989-2003 
AVERAGE BY 5-YEAR PERIODS 

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH IN 
REVENUE PASSENGER MILES1 (1289-1993) ( 1994-1998) (1999-2003) 

U.S. 4.8% 4.7% 3.9% 

Non-U.S.2 6.7% 5.904> 5.2% 

World Total 5.8% 5.2% 4.6% 

WORLD LOAD FACTOR 65.1% 65.7% 66.6% 

1. Sched.Jled & LnSched.Jled reverue passer'Ejer mi Les 
2. Exclldes USSR but inclldes Peoples Rep.t,l ic of China ard Taiwan 



efficient scheduling and yield management systems 
during the forecast period. 

Passenger Aircraft DeUveries 

To develop a consistent set of assumptions for the 
deliveries and retirement forecast, a matrix was 
developed to classify aircraft types into three 
categories. (See Table 3.) 

The panel's average forecast for aircraft deliveries in 
the 15-year period together with the high and low 
values are in shown in Table 4. 

There was considerable discussion about whether the 
current high order and delivery rate of the Class I 
aircraft (short/medium range aircraft with less than 
120 seats) would continue during the forecast period. 
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A number of panel members believed that future 
deliveries of Class I aircraft would be significantly 
reduced because of the saturation in the number of 
hub-and-spoke systems within the U.S. and that a 
move to a larger aircraft to satisfy limited slot 
availability at the existing hubs would result. The 
smaller aircraft advocates on the panel saw the 
development of secondary hubs and more direct 
point-to-point flights to provide added growth without 
constraining airport and airway capacities. 

There was a mix of cyclical and noncyclical forecasts 
which significantly affected the average annual 
values listed in Table 5. Most of the cyclical forecasts 
showed the industry reaching a peak in the 1990-1991 
time period with deliveries in the 700-900 aircraft 
range. The subsequent decline in these cyclical 
forecasts indicate a low spot in the 1993-1994 time 
period in the 400-500 aircraft range. 

TABLE 3. DEFINITION OF AIRCRAFT CLASSIFICATIONS FORECASTS 

CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III 
SHORT/MEDIUM RANGE A/C SHORT/MEDIUM RANGE A/C LONG RANGE A/ C 

(< 120 SEATS) (120 TO 350+ SEATS) <150+ SEATS) 

OUT OF • A300 B2/B4 • DC8-61 • CONCORDE • DC8-30/40/50 

PRODUCTION • CARAVELLE • DC9 • 707-120/220 • DCl0-10/15 • VClO • DC8-62/63 

AIRCRAFT • 727 - 100 • F-28 • 720 • MERCURE • COMET • DCl0-30/40 

(FOR RETIREMENT • 737-100/200 • CONVAIR 880 • 727-200 • TRIDENT 3 • 707-320/420 • CONVAIR 990 

FORECAST) • BAC 1- 11 • TRIDENT 1/2 • DC8-10/20 • LlOll-1 • 747 SP • LlOll-100/ 

-200/-500 

• A300-600 • 757 

CURRENT/FUTURE • 737-500 • AJl0-200 • 767-100/ • AJl0 - 300 • 747-200/ 

AIRCRAFT • MD-87 • A320 -200/-300 • A330ER -300/ -400 

(FOR DELIVERY • MD-91 • A321-100 • 767-X • A330 STRETCH • 767-200ER 

& RETIREMENT • BAE 146 • A330 • MD-80s • A340 • 767-300ER 

FORECAST) • FOKKER 100 • 737-300/400 • MD-92 • A340 STRETCH • MD-11 

• 747 SR • MD-11/STRETCH 

TABLE 4. NEW PASSENGER AIRCRAFT TABLE 5. NEW PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERIES BY CLASS, 1989-20031 AVERAGE ANNUAL DELIVERIES, 

1989-20031•2 

ESTIMATED TOTAL DELIYERIES2 1989 576 1996 510 
1990 639 1997 518 

Low Av~ri}ge High 1991 656 1998 509 
1992 602 1999 523 
1993 566 2000 505 

CLASS 13 874 1,263 2,056 1994 529 2001 507 
1995 523 2002 498 

CLASS II 3,972 5,175 6,748 1996 510 2003 498 
15-YEAR 

CLASS III 891 1,643 2,121 TOTAL 8,081 

1. Deliveries to ccmrercial transport airlines exclu:li~ i:ure freight/ard cargo awl ications 
2. Excludes USSR but includes Peoples Rep.bl ic of China ard Taiwan 
3. Classes as defined in Table 3. 
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Passenger Aircraft Retirements 

The results of the panel's forecast for retirement 
aircraft from the world passenger aircraft fleet by 
class of aircraft are shown in Table 6. Class I aircraft 
(short/medium range aircraft with less than 120 seats) 
have the highest average level of aircraft retirements 
and are the only class in which aircraft retirements 
are expected to exceed deliveries for the 15-year 
forecast period. 

Assumptions for the timing for potential Stage 3 noise 
legislation and aging aircraft concerns cause 
considerable variation in the annual retirement levels 
contained in Table 7. Most of the cyclical forecasts 
indicate a peak in the aircraft retirements in 1992-
1993 time period with a range of 250-400 aircraft in 
each of these years. 

There was general agreement within the panel that the 
forecast of aircraft retirements was the most 
challenging element of the forecast process. Most 
analytical models being used by this panel indicate 
projected retirements of aircraft in the 200-250 
aircraft range for the 1987-1990 period. Results for 
1987-1988 indicate actual retirements of fewer than 75 
aircraft in each of these years. The actual retirements 
for 1989 are now estimated to be within the range of 
75-100 aircraft. 

There was a general consensus that potential Stage 3 
noise legislation would be established for noise
sensitive airports on a worldwide basis with a deadline 
somewhere between 2000 and 2005 and a gradual 
phase-in starting in the 1995-2000 period. 

TABLE 6. PASSENGER AIRCRAFf RETIREMENTS 
BY CLASS, 1989-20031 

ESTIMATED RETIREMENTS2 

Low Average High 

CLASS 13 1,606 1,875 2,400 

CLASS II 746 1,218 1,763 

CLASS III 351 578 766 

1. Reroovecl fran pass~r airline service (incll.des aircraft 
coovertecl to all cargo operations or non-airline use or 
scrapped) 

2. Excll.des USSR but incll.des Peoples Rep.bl ic of China ard 
Taiwan 

3. Classes as defined in Table 3. 

TABLE 7. AVERAGE ANNUAL RETIREMENTS 
OF PASSENGER AIRCRAFT1,2 

1989 172 1997 250 
1990 198 1998 257 
1991 225 1999 256 
1992 250 2000 264 
1993 258 2001 260 
1994 263 2002 266 
1995 266 2003 256 
1996 255 

15-YEAR 
TOTAL 3,671 

1. Reiooved fran pass~r airline service Cincll.des aircraft 
caivertecl to all cargo operations or non-airline use or 
scrapped) 

2. Excll.des USSR but incll.des Peoples Rep.bl ic of China ard 
Taiwan 

Total Fleet Size 

The resulting fleet size in the year 2003 as a result of 
the deliveries over the forecast period is tabulated 
below: 

World Jet Passenger Fleet (end of 1988) _ 
Estimated Average Additions_ .... - ............ _ 
Estimated Average Retirements ___ _ 
Estimated total in Year 2003 ___ _ 

7,168 
8,081 

.l.Q1! 
11,578 

This 60-percent growth in the total fleet was of 
concern to the group because of the lag in construction 
of airports and air traffic control systems. Progress in 
the expansion of airport and airway infrastructure 
will have to made during the forecast period for the 
total fleet projections to materialize. 

Forecast Issues 

Two sets of forecast issues were identified: (1) those 
believed to be the most important to the development 
of forecasts, and (2) those that the panel felt were the 
most difficult to forecast. 

The results of the group consensus for the first five 
years of the 15-year forecast are shown in Table 8. 
Three issues (aging aircraft concerns, airport 
congestion, and yield management and pricing policy) 
appear on both sides of the ledger, indicating that 
FAA forecasts might be highly volatile during this 
period. 

Issues associated with the last 10 years of the 15-year 
forecast period (1994-2003) are shown in Table 9. 
Once again, three of the issues thought to be most 
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TABLE 8. FORECAST ISSUES, 1989-19931 

MOST IMPORT ANT MOST DIFFICULT TO FORECAST 

I. Aging Aircraft Concerns I. Aging Aircraft Concerns 

2. Yield Management and Pricing Policies 2. Airport Congestion 

3. Airport Congestion 3. European Liberalization 

4. Production Capacity Constraints 4. Yield Management and Pricing Policies 

5. Noise Legislation 5. Airway Congestion 

1. Ranked in order of irrportance or difficulty to forecast. 

TABLE 9. FORECAST ISSUES SECOND IO YEARS1 

MOST IMPORTANT 

I. Airport Congestion 

2. Noise Legislation 

3. Aging Aircraft Concerns 

4. Airway Congestion 

5. Oil and Fuel Price Trend 

1. Ranked in order of irrportance or difficulty to forecast. 

important were also considered to be among the most 
difficult to forecast. Airport congestion, noise 
legislation, and aging aircraft concerns moved to the 
top of the list of the most important issues in the 
second IO years of the forecast period. 

Summary 

The panel felt comfortable with the 15-year totals 
outlined in the forecast consensus. 

As a group, the panel felt somewhat uncomfortable 
with the apparent peaking of aircraft deliveries in the 
first five-year period. The high aircraft delivery rates 
in the first five years assumed relatively high 
retirement rates of existing passenger aircraft -- a 

MOST DIFFICULT TO FORECAST 

I. Airport Congestion 

2. Oil and Fuel Price Trend 

3. Hub & Spoke vs. Point-to-point Traffic 

4. Airway Congestion 

5. Aging Aircraft Concerns 

phenomenon which has been predicted for the last 
three years but has yet to materialize. 

Continued expansion of airline hub-and-spoke 
networks and uncertainty about whether airlines 
would respond by buying smaller aircraft as they have 
in the past or by moving to larger aircraft to temper 
the constraints of airport and airway congestion were 
issues on which the panel was somewhat polarized and 
could not reach satisfactory resolution. 
The panel felt very positive about the overall health 
of the airline and aircraft manufacturing industry. 

There is a solid basis for long-term growth in the 
industry, as reflected in the panel's forecast of 5- to 6-
percent growth in traffic and extensive replacement 
of existing passenger aircraft over the 15-year period. 
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AIR CARRIER AIRPORTS 

Peter Rea veley 
Miami International Airport 

This panel included representatives from eight airports 
(Boston, Dallas-Fort Worth, El Paso, Los Angeles, 
Miami, New York, Philadelphia, and Toronto), airport 
associations, aircraft manufacturers, and both the 
Canadian and United States governments. 

A broad spectrum of aviation issues was addressed 
including airfield capacity, terminal capacity (both 
domestic hub and international gateway), landside 
capacity, airport financing, economic development of 
non-aviation airport property, airport privatization, 
and new aircraft. 

Airfield Capacity. The session was opened by a 
discussion of Boston Logan Airport's "PACE" (Program 
for Airport Capacity Efficiency) project. By way of 
background, at major airports such as Boston Logan, 
which is locked in by dense urban development on one 
side and by water on the other, it is not realistic to 
consider increasing airport capacity by the addition of 
more runways, even if it were politically feasible 
Therefore, if there is only a finite amount of runway 
concrete, it is important to get more people per hour 
onto that concrete by using larger aircraft at higher 
load factors. 

Increasing the "people-capacity" of the passenger 
terminals at any major airport should be relatively 
straightforward, given an innovative airport planning 
staff and adequate financing. Increasing the "people
capacity" of the runway-taxiway system would also be 
relatively straightforward if airports were permitted 
to operate as an economically deregulated industry, in 
the same manner as the airlines. Each airport then 
could define its own policy to require limited runway 
capacity to be used by progressively larger aircraft, 
carrying more people. Economically rational airfield 
access pricing policies, reflecting opportunity costs 
and benefits during peak traffic periods, would 
achieve this objective. Sensible airfield pricing 
policies using a market, as opposed to a compensatory, 
approach would also raise increased revenues that 
could then be used to construct additional capacity 
elsewhere. Increased revenues also could be used to 
finance general aviation (GA) reliever airport 
improvements to enhance the capacity of the total 
airport system Further, sensible airport pricing 
policies would strengthen the aviation industry's 
credibility with the public. 

It was emphasized that "slots," as imposed by FAA at 
O'Hare, JFK, Washington National, and La Guardia 
lock in inefficient use of an airport's critical facilities. 

During the six months in which the PACE program 
was in effect at Boston Logan, approximately 30 
percent of small general aviation aircraft operations 
disappeared. Commuter airline operations were also 
slightly reduced (e.g., Boston-to-Burlington, VT., from 
20 to 15 flights per day), but total commuter airline 
seats at Boston increased, through the use of larger, 
more efficient, commuter aircraft. During that same 
six-month period, Boston rose from 21st in terms of 
on-time performance among the busiest 27 U.S. 
airports, to second, clearly illustrating the significant 
benefits of the program to the air carrier passengers 
using Boston. After the loss of the lawsuit and DOTs 
threat to cut off all FAA funds, the FACE program 
was suspended. As a result, operations at Boston
Logan are now back to their pre-PACE level, and the 
airport has fallen back again to 21st in terms of ATC 
delays. The results speak for themselves. 

Massport appears determined to develop a legally 
viable program with objectives similar to PACE. The 
major airport representatives on the panel agreed that 
most of the major hubs in the nation would have to 
adopt similar programs within the next ten years, 
perhaps incorporating the successful "peak-hour
pricing" principle applied at the New York airports 
and London Heathrow and Gatwick. 

It was noted that Massport representatives would 
shortly be meeting with appropriate FAA and DOT 
officials to discuss the issue. The problem is well 
understood, and Massport was optimistic that the 
government agencies would work with Massport to 
develop a new opportunity-cost and peak-hour-pricing 
approach acceptable to all concerned. There appeared 
to be a consensus that the major U.S. hub airports will 
support Massport on this issue, since it addresses the 
basic concept of deregulating the U.S. airports to 
permit them to be run as efficient businesses. This 
would be consistent with the deregulated airlines who 
are partners in the air transportation industry. Both 
need control of their product in order to provide good, 
cost-effective, service to airline passengers in the next 
ten years. 

Terminal Capacity - U.S. Domestic Hubs 

Dallas-Fort Worth Airport (DFW) is a large domestic 
hub that in 1974 handled 6 million passengers on its 
17,500 acre site. During 1988 DFW handled 42 million 
passengers, 70 percent of whom were connecting from 
one flight to another, primarily on-line with either 
American or Delta, who served 80 percent of the total 
passengers at this airport. DFW is now handling 
approximately 2,000 aircraft operations daily during 
its 18-hour operating day, from 6 a.m to midnight. 
The airport operator is planning to construct two 
additional runways, enabling DFW to handle 4,000 



aircraft daily and providing seating capacity for 100 
million annual passengers. 

The airport management and American Airlines are 
planning a new terminal at DFW, which would have 
some interesting features: 

(a) The estimated cost is $1 billion. 

(b) Change orders up to $100,000 will not require 
airport board approval, due to special legislation 
enacted to expedite the project. 

(c) Three policy-level members from the board are 
involved. 

Also a three-person technical management team, 
from American, DFW, and the engineering 
contractor will oversee the whole project, from 
planning in 1988, through design in 1989, 
construction in 1990-1994, and full operation in 1995, 
making all decisions within 24 hours. 

(d) In Phase 1, 66 gates will become available; in 
Phase 2, 88 gates. The design capacity is 
approximately 60 million annual passengers. 

(e) American wants dual roadways for arrivals and 
departures, dual roadways for public vehicles and 
private vehicles, and separate airport access 
roadways from Dallas and Fort Worth. 

Delta Airlines is watching with interest. Initially 
Delta intends to move into some American's vacated 
horseshoe terminals, as a first step to phasing out these 
terminals. Delta will then develop its own integrated 
terminal with the same general capacity as American's 
terminal. This would permit other carriers to grow 
into some of the horseshoe terminals. 

DFW's management is insisting that a connector be 
provided between the existing east-side passenger 
terminal area and the new west-side terminal area. 

Terminal Capacity - International Gateway Airports 

From the perspective of a major international 
gateway, Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) 
provides some interesting developments in terminal 
capacity. In 1988, LAX handled 45 million passengers, 
of whom 20 percent were connecting and 80 percent 
were local origin and destination (0 & D), leading to 
huge volumes of automobile traffic. Of the O & D 
passengers 80 percent were domestic, 20 percent were 
international. LAX is served by 80 airlines, with 
United as the largest single carrier, handling 18 
percent of total passenger volume. 
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The new Bradley International Terminal at LAX was 
opened only five years ago and is now bursting at the 
seams, with a 14-percent annual transpacific passenger 
growth rate. This terminal has 11 wide-body aircraft 
gates, plus 11 remote gates and 18 bus gates. 
The design consultants for the Bradley Terminal 
predicted that six baggage carrousels would be 
adequate. LAX insisted on eight. Ten carrousels are 
needed for a heavily loaded B747. Approximately 70 
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 
inspection booths are available, but the maximum ever 
staffed is about 20, due to manpower limitations. 

LAX has performed initial planning studies for a new 
international terminal on the west side of the airport, 
where space is available to construct a passenger 
terminal capable of handling 27 B747-400 aircraft at 
one time, representing at least 15 million passengers 
annually. Good highway access also is available. The 
political and environmental constraints on this future 
terminal development, however, still require a great 
deal of additional planning and coordination before 
it becomes a reality. 

Landside Capacity. 

At the New York airports, as at many other airports 
around the nation, landside surface-access problems 
are now becoming the critical constraint in terms of 
future airport capacity. This involves not only to 
access to the passenger terminal areas, but also access 
to cargo areas and access for the thousands of 
employees working at a major airport. As the airlines 
add more new wide-body aircraft by 1995, thereby 
significantly increasing terminal capacity 
requirements, the landside capacity of many airports 
will become out of balance with the airside capacity. 

The landside problem is compounded at New York 
Kennedy Airport, for example, by the fact that airport 
users constitute only 20 percent of the usage of the 
adjacent highway system. The airport user therefore 
is competitive for roadway space with the regular 
business and personal commuter traffic. 

The planning of improvements to most highway 
systems also is split between multiple State, county, 
and city jurisdictions, each with its own political and 
financial priorities. The ability of airports to become 
involved in the planning and construction of related 
highway improvement projects is limited by FAA 
regulations, bond covenants, and tenant agreements, 
which require that all airport-generated funds be 
spent within boundaries of the airport. 

One airport representative expressed the hope that 
under the new Secretary of Transportation DOT 
would recognize that FAA and the airline industry 
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both came under the jurisdiction of the DOT. He 
hoped that the new Highway Bill (due out in 1990) 
would recognize this fact and mandate that, in the 
case of Federal or State funding of alternative, 
relatively equal, projects, any project involving access 
to a major airport should receive priority. Airlines, 
too, must realize that they must work with the airports 
on this issue. It was noted that this was yet another 
important example of how a potential passenger 
facility charge (PFC) could be used by an airport 
authority for the maximum cost-benefit of the whole 
aviation industry. 

Airport Financing - A Financier's Viewpoint 

There are serious financial constraints on the horizon 
for airports in the capital markets. Many major hubs 
have ten-year capital requirements of between $1 
billion and $3 billion. As a result, the operating costs 
at these airports could double in real terms over the 
next ten years. 

The money markets are becoming concerned about the 
leveraged buy-out trends of the major airlines, where 
an airport's long-term leases with even major airlines 
could become virtually useless as collateral. The 
markets would rather see a move towards some form 
of PFC, where each airport's base passenger volume 
clearly provides unencumbered cash flow for that 
specific airport. 

It was suggested that the airport industry work with 
the airlines and FAA to explore alternative concepts; 
such as PFCs, revolving loan funds, rotating loan 
credit lines, credit guarantee programs, and credit 
supplement programs. 

A Federal Aviation Administration representative, 
said that FAA was aware of the potential airport 
funding problems, and the agency would be receptive 
towards working with the industry to examine 
mutually acceptable alternative funding concepts. 

Airport Financing -An Airport Operator's Viewpoint 

The potential future significant increase in airport 
operating costs was illustrated by reference to the 
planned development at Philadelphia International 
Airport (PHL). PHL's present airfield, terminal, 
landside improvement programs will require an 
investment of approximately $600 million. This would 
cause PHL's costs for debt service and operation and 
maintenance to double in the next five years. PHL's 
experience was typical of similar size hubs. 

The airport representatives were strongly in favor of 
PFCs as a method of airport financing, not only to get 
away from potentially highly leveraged financing, but 

also as a method of guaranteeing stable, long-term, 
future revenue streams, thus enabling sensible 
long-term facility planning. Equally important, PFCs 
would enable the airport to change direction quickly 
in the event of a sudden change in airline demand. 

The PFC is a very simple concept. It could be applied 
in a manner similar to some State fuel taxes, where the 
airlines collect the tax on the passenger ticket coupon 
and send funds each month directly to the State or, in 
some cases, directly to the airport authority. 

Airport Privatization - Non-Aviation Economic 
Development 

The discussion on airport privatization provided some 
interesting data on El Paso International Airport's 
experience with commercial development of land at 
the airport for non-aviation purposes. 

El Paso is now handling 1.5 million passengers 
annually. 25 percent of the airport revenues is now 
derived from non-aeronautical sources. In 1990, 30 
percent of revenues is expected to be non-aeronautical; 
and by 1995, 50 percent of revenues is expected to be 
non-aeronautical. 

There were now three hotels on the airport, a golf 
course (which has noticeably raised the value of 
adjacent property), a shopping strip (complete with a 
Publix supermarket and dry cleaner), and a luggage 
sales and baggage repair company (with whom 30 U.S. 
airlines now have contracts). 

The airport authority laid out the roads, raised the 
grades, put in the utilities, laid out the primary 
landscaping, and set standards for very high quality 
secondary landscaping and set-backs by county 
ordinance, so that the whole high-quality development 
could never be downgraded. The airport authority 
provided some "up-front" investment, but it was not 
aggressive about the rate of return and took care not 
to be too competitive with the private sector. The 
airport also invited participation by local real-estate 
brokers. 

Like the private sector, the airport could sign a 
20-year lease with a suitable tenant in 30 days. The 
first two months' lease payments are required up 
front, but the first year's lease payments can be spread 
out over the first two years. 

Airport Privatization 

Until 1984, the Canadian Government provided all 
airport services. However, after 1984, the government 
invited the private sector to play a larger role in the 
development and operation of Canadian Airports. As 



a result Transport Canada, in 1986, decided to 
"privatize" the design, construction, and operation of 
the new Terminal 3 at Toronto International Airport 
with the following objectives: (l) providing a world 
class terminal, (2) reducing government expenditures, 
(3) increasing the airport role of the private sector, and 
(4) providing a financial return to the Crown. Four 
excellent proposals were received from previously 
qualified consortiums in response to an RFP that 
specified the basic design of a terminal capable of 
handling 5 million passengers. 

The successful consortium, the Airport Development 
Corporation, then spent two months negotiating with 
Transport Canada the final terms of the development 
agreement. After an additional six months, a lease 
- and corresponding operations, security, design, and 
construction agreements were executed. Only then 
was the work permitted to start 

The final project will result in a 24-gate, three-sector 
terminal including all utilities, roads, aprons, etc., 
capable of handling 7.5 million annual passengers. 
Total project cost will be approximately $400 million 
Canadian, plus an additional $60 million Canadian for 
a new 500-room hotel, built adjacent to the terminal 
building, on top of the parking garage. 

The developer has signed long-term leases with the 
airlines that will be occupying the new terminal, 
which will begin operation in the Summer of 1990. 

New Aircraft Developments 

Airlines are totally uninterested in new technology for 
its own sake, and they give scant attention to 
prop-fans, tiltrotors, next- generation SSTs, and 
hypersonic aircraft. Airlines are now in a very 
conservative mood, and they want more aircraft like 
those they now have or perhaps slightly longer, with 
20 percent more seats and perhaps 20 percent more 
fuel for extended range. They want derivations of 
existing aircraft with resultant commonality of crew 
training and spares. Economics and reliability - two 
engines, two pilots, favorable operating 
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economics, reliability and range - will be the driving 
parameter~ in the airline industry of the 1990s. 

Manufacturers see large numbers of MD-80s followed 
by even larger numbers of stretch 170-seat MD-90s, to 
compete with the B757. A large number of ~lls, 
followed by large numbers of stretch ~lls, are 
expected. Large numbers of 150-seat A320s, followed 
by even larger numbers of stretch 180-seat A321s, and 
large numbers of 300-seat A330s, followed by even 
larger numbers of stretch 375-seat A33ls are also 
expected. 

The next generation SST is not expected until 2010 at 
the earliest. The super-stretch, double-deck, new-wing 
B747-500 will probably not appear until after 2000. 

Boeing's current program includes: a) meeting the very 
high demand for the whole range of Boeing 737, 747, 
757, and 767 aircraft for the next five years; and b) 
defining in detail the all-new "B767X". At least six 
large B767 operators are said to be ready to order this 
new 300-seat aircraft as soon as the design is frozen. 

The new Boeing 767X is expected to be a completely 
new version of the B767. It will have a wider 
fuselage, with IO-abreast seating; a completely new 
super-critical low-drag wing, with winglets; a 
300-passenger capacity in a three-class configuration, 
and 5,000 miles transoceanic range under the 
ISO-minute (EROPS) criteria. Wingspan will be 
approximately 170 feet and length approximately 210 
feet, enabling the aircraft to use DCIO gates. 
Second-door loading will be provided, enabling the 
aircraft to use normal gates. 

Design definition of the B767X will be frozen to the 
satisfaction of the major airlines during 1990, with 
deliveries from the full production line beginning in 
1995. With its state-of-the-art technology, attractive 
operating economics, and capability to evolve into 
stretch versions with more seats or longer range, the 
B767X is expected to remain in production through 
2010. 
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BUSINESS AND EXECUTIVE 
GENERAL AVIATION 

Gerald S. McDougall 
Wichita State University 

Introduction 

In response the travel demands of business and 
commerce, business and executive generil aviation 
provides flexible point-to-point air service. Although 
every type of general aviation aircraft supports 
business air travel, this discussion focuses on general 
aviation turboprop and jet aircraft This seemingly 
narrow focus is appropriate because turbine aircraft 
are expected to play the pivotal role in establishing the 
path for future business and executive general 
aviation activity. General aviation piston aircraft and 
helicopters are considered later in this Circular, and 
many of the issues discussed in the context of business 
and executive air travel are intertwined with the 
future prospects for light general aviation and 
business helicopters. In fact, each segment of general 
aviation; e.g., light, business and executive, and 
helicopters, provides a valuable link in the comple~ 
chain defining our air transportation system. 
Improved system efficiencies are possible through 
market research, new product development and 
additional investment in air transportation 
infrastructure in the context of a progressive and 
comprehensive national transportation policy that 
encourages and supports access by all users. 

For purposes of this discussion EGA activity is 
described by several measures, including shipments of 
new general aviation turboprop and jet aircraft by 
domestic and foreign manufacturers, the size of the 
U.S. active turbine fleet, and use of this fleet in terms 
of total flight hours. The thinking behind the 
consensus forecast emphasizes economic factors, 
incentives, and possible or potential constraints 
affecting these indicators of EGA activity: (1) the 
changing character and organization of participants, 
(2) prices and costs, (3) the private pilot pool, (4) new 
product development and technology, (5) 
infrastructure and access, and ( 6) general economic 
background conditions. Each is discussed below. 

The forecast period extends through 1995, a period 
that embraces the much talked about economic 
integration of Europe, as well as any reasonable 
probability of a domestic or world economic 
downturn. 

The absence of accurate information and data can 
quickly turn a forecast into bare speculation. 

Speculation and wishful thinking were avoided in this 
instance, but the EGA forecasting exercise did 
identify some critical data needs and deficiencies. 
These data issues are listed in summary farm in the 
final section. Parenthetical reference to this list is 
made in other parts of this report. 

Consensus Forecast 

The consensus forecast based on workshop discussion 
and analysis points to continued growth in EGA 
activity through 1995. Combined, the factors thought 
most relevant favor a 3-percent to 5-percent annual 
growth in the turbine fleet (see Table 1), with an equal 
proportionate increase in total hours flown (see Table 
2). A growth forecast for new turbine shipments was 
not developed because year-to-year swings can be 
significant and mislead the casual or uninf armed 
observer about the health of general aviation 

TABLE 1. THE EXECUTIVE GENERAL 
AVIATION FLEET 

(General Aviation Turboprop and Jet Aircraft) 

Year Historic Fleet Size 

1969 2229 
1970 2408 
1971 2483 
1972 2632 
1973 3271 
1974 3699 
1975 4295 
1976 4424 
1977 5167 
1978 5610 
1979 6232 
1980 7082 
1981 7831 
1982 9182 
1983 9351 
1984 10129 
1985 9782 
1986 10394 
1987 9612 
1988 9446 

Forecast 

5% 3% 

Fleet Fleet 
Size Change Size Change 

1989 9918 472 9729 283 
1990 10414 496 10020 291 
1991 10934 520 10321 301 
1992 11481 547 10631 310 
1993 12055 574 10950 319 
1994 12658 603 11278 328 
1995 13291 633 11616 338 

Historical data and forecasts refer to 
the U.S. active fleet. 

1. Business and executive general aviation air travel complements the mass-market, hub-and-spoke, air services provided by commercial airlines. For 
simplicity business and executive general aviation will be referred to as EGA in the remainder of this discussion. 

2. The air transportation system is an increasingly important component of our national transportation, comprised of air, water and land subsystems. 
Many comments emphasized the need to understand how these subsystems are interrelated. 



TABLE 2. EXECUTIVE GENERAL AVIATION 
FLIGHT HOURS 

(Total Turbine Fleet Holll'B) 

Year Total Hours 
(000 IS) 

1969 1047 
1970 1444 
1971 1439 
1972 1500 
1973 1829 
1974 2053 
1975 2200 
1976 2327 
1977 2714 
1978 2800 
1979 3130 
1980 3572 
1981 3542 
1982 3797 
1983 3646 
1984 4072 
1985 3702 
1986 4535 
1987 3705 
1988 4048 

Forecast 

5% 3% 

Total Total 
Hours Change Hours Change 

1989 4250 202 4169 121 
1990 4462 212 4294 125 
1991 4685 223 4423 129 
1992 4919 234 4556 133 
1993 5165 246 4692 136 
1994 5423 258 4833 141 
1995 5694 271 4978 145 

Historic data and forecasts refer 
to total flight hours for the U.S . 
Active Fleet 

not developed because year-to-year swings can be 
significant and mislead the casual or uninformed 
observer about the health of general aviation 
manufacturing. Nonetheless, the recent improvements 
in new turbine shipments should continue, 
commensurate with the projected growth in the 
domestic turbine fleet and EGA flight hours and with 
the continued vitality of export markets. For 
reference, data on recent new turbine shipments are 
presented in Table 3. 

It is expected that shipments of new general aviation 
turboprops and heavy jets will be relatively flat over 
the forecast period, with shipments of new general 
aviation light and medium jets showing the greatest 
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proportionate increase and fueling continued recovery 
among general aviation manufacturers. This mix of 
shipments implies that new jets will continue to outsell 
new turboprops. worldwide. Nonetheless, there 
appears to be a sustainable new

3
turboprop market, 

albeit smaller than in the past. Confidence and 
capacity to support expected new sales and turnover 
of existing aircraft exist in the financial sector. 

Exports have contributed to the recent improvement 
in new general aviation turbine production (see Table 
4), accounting for 31 percent of total turboprop 
shipments and 39 percent of total jet shipments 
reported by General Aviation Manufacturers 
Association (GAMA) members. Though recent 
movements in the dollar on international exchange 
markets are making U.S. exports, including general 
aviation aircraft, more expensive, it is anticipated that 
foreign markets will continue contributing to new 
aircraft demand. In part, export markets are expected 
to remain active, as central bank intervention keeps 
the price of the dollar within reasonable trading 
bounds. 

Because the domestic fleet can be augmented or 
depleted through international flows of used turbine 
aircraft, growth of the domestic EGA fleet may not 
exactly mirror the changes in new turbine sales (Data 
Issue #3). 

There is reason to assign a high level of confidence to 
the forecast presented. On this point there was very 
little disagreement among the panelists, who were 
made up of representatives of manufacturers. 
suppliers, fixed base operators, charter and fleet 
management companies, financing organizations, and 
the academic community. The factors supporting 
continued growth and expansion of EGA through 
1995 are outlined in the following section. 

Factors Leading to the Consensus Forecast 

Participants. Major industry participants affecting the 
course of future EGA activity include business 
corporations as consumers of EGA air travel, general 
aviation manufacturers as suppliers of aircraft, air 
charter companies and fleet management companies, 
fixed base operators, airport managers, and the 
Federal Aviation Administration as the steward of the 
air transportation system. Business corporations are 
the predominate owners and operators of general 
aviation turboprop and jet aircraft, and their 
perceptions about EGA greatly influence its growth 
and development (Data Issue #6). Two trends in 
corporate America portend expansion of EGA activity 

3. In 1978, approximately 1.6 turboprope were eold for every jet. Today (1988), nearly two jets are eold for every turboprop. Despite the relative 
decline in new turboprop shipments, it would not be appropriate to extrapolate into the future and conclude the turboprop market is disappearing. 
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TABLE 3. EXECUTIVE GENERAL AVIATION SHIPMENTS 

Year 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

Turboprop 

200 
210 
137 
118 
239 
305 
308 
335 
378 
449 
566 
659 
798 
898 
423 
292 
202 
217 
128 
125 
117 

l i ght and 
Medium Jets 

147 
122 
108 

70 
130 
227 
263 
263 
224 
258 
326 
348 
432 
456 
300 
184 
214 
149 
140 
141 
130 

He avy 
Jets 

48 
46 
24 
13 
21 
20 
14 
21 
25 
36 
28 
49 
51 
91 

114 
62 
63 
36 
60 
89 
84 

total 
Turb i ne 

395 
378 
269 
201 
390 
552 
585 
619 
627 
743 
920 

1056 
1281 
1445 

837 
538 
479 
402 
3 2 8 
355 
331 

Includes GAMA members and foreign manufacturers 

Year 

1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

TABLE 4. TURBOPROP AND JET EXPORTS 

Turboprop 
Units 

Exported 

55 
58 
75 

122 
114 
126 
166 
181 
245 
259 
135 

66 
25 
49 
68 
78 
91 

% of Total Jet 
Shipments Units 

Exported 

30 29 
23 66 
30 70 
40 66 
31 52 
29 56 
30 82 
28 98 
31 110 
28 102 
29 82 
20 30 
09 31 
15 28 
27 32 
29 49 
31 62 

% of Total 
Shipments 

21 
33 
34 
34 
27 
24 
35 
34 
33 
26 
31 
21 
18 
19 
26 
40 
39 

Source: GAMA (Data refer to GAMA members, only) 

through 1995: (I) the restructuring of corporate 
America and (2) the emerging presence of general 
aviation fleet management companies. 

offsetting increase in span of control and 
responsibilities for those remaining to direct business 
and commerce. Today, there are fewer managers with 
more work to do, less time to do it, and greater 
responsibility for increasing corporate (i.e., 
shareholder) earnings and wealth. The corporate 
return from managerial and executive time has 
increased, and time has consequently become more 
valuable. These changes have transformed a 
manager's calendar into a strategic corporate resource, 
to be managed like skills, production facilities, and 

With the discipline that comes from an economic 
recession and the threat of increased international 
competition in domestic and world markets, corporate 
America has restructured itself to be more efficient, 
resilient, and quicker in reacting to changed 
conditions. In large part the restructuring is measured 
by the shrinking layer of middle management and the 



raw materials.4 A natural outcome of this 
transformation is broader and increased awareness 
that executive aircraft are productive assets, with a 
return measured by time-savings and responsiveness, 
that should be maximized like the returns gained from 
other productive corporate assets. 

Along with a better understanding that the acquisition 
of EGA aircraft is an investment has come the 
tendency to out-source corporate fleet management. 
This trend is reflected in an expected 5- to 15-percent 
annual growth in charter and fleet management 
operations over the forecast period. 

Owners of corporate aircraft expect their fleets to be 
managed both operationally and financially, and fleet 
management firms provide the professional expertise 
to accomplish this. From the corporation's 
perspective out-sourcing provides knowledge in the 
purchase, maintenance, and use of executive business 
aircraft. The subcontracting arrangement provides 
flexibility over in-house flight departments by 
allowing for easy "in-and-out," time sharing, and 
charter applications. At the same time, costs are 
reduced by spreading start-up costs over a larger 
number of users, by providing fleet purchasing 
leverage, and through economies of scale in operation. 
Additionally, costs are made more certain and easier 
to plan for, through service and maintenance 
contracts. 

Managerial and executive time has become more 
valuable and out-sourcing can reduce costs of EGA. 
This two-edged sword means current corporate owners 
can increase the use of, return on, and investment in 
their executive fleet, while the low-flight-hour 
corporate user (e.g, the corporate user demanding JOO 
hours per year) can gain access to aircraft and take 
advantage of executive aviation's contrib1stion to 
increased productjvity and competitiveness. 

Costs. Growth prospects for EGA are affected by 
purchase prices of new and used aircraft and the costs 
of aircraft operation. The 1979-I 985 general 
aviation downturn clearly demonstrated the sensitivity 
of new turbine markets to price increases. Today, it 
appears that manufacturers have gained control over 
production costs by rationalizing production capacity 
and working closely with suppliers, while at the same 
articulating pricing strategies more conducive to 
orderly market development. The latter change is 
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especially significant since study has shown that 
during the 1979-1985 market downturn price changes 
for new turbine aircraft dominated over changes in 
interest rates and changes in used turbine prices. 

Average real prices for new turboprop aircraft have 
begun to level off after substantial real increases 
between 1980 and 1985, and average real prices for 
new jet aircraft ha6e shown little upward trend since 
1981 (see Table 5). It should be noted that these data 
overstate actual price increases because prices are 
weighted by units sales: top-of-the-line turboprops and 
heavy jet aircraft have carried the industry through 
the recent market downturn and this has pushed up 
average price calculations. 

While new turbine prices have stabilized, the 
availability of high quality (e.g. low-hour) used turbine 
aircraft has diminished, causing used aircraft prices to 
increase substantially. Since the middle of 1987, 
prices of used jet aircraft have increased 
approximately 35 percent, and prices of used 

TABLE 5. WEIGHTED AVERAGE REAL 
TURBOPROP AND JET PRICES 

Year Turboprop Jet 
$ $ 

1968 452810 1108281 
1969 509623 1133428 
1970 565949 1229623 
1971 544598 1312641 
1972 607367 1126347 
1973 628608 1079276 
1974 662865 1248634 
1975 740254 1513007 
1976 821771 1633842 
1977 859862 1899882 
1978 909180 2165017 
1979 1018607 2156291 
1980 1145997 2850178 
1981 1382214 3753639 
1982 1554368 4747423 
1983 1735063 4997813 
1984 1915794 5628671 
1985 2106568 5223196 
1986 2170791 6030813 
1987 2399451 9267786 
1988 2560800 11871183 

Prices expressed in 
current dollars 

4.ln the words of R. E . Allen, Chairman, AT&T, "Markets and production systems are becoming global. Restructuring mergers, and acquisitions 
are forcing companies to link diverse organizations ... And the need for constantly rising efficiency is leading every company toward "jlll!t-in-time 
everything." {AT&T Technology, Vol. 4, no. 3:1989) Executive General Aviation provides "jlll!t-in-time" personal contact and involvement for 
executive management. 

5. Additionally, there is evidence that the General Aviation Market Expansion Plan (The GAME Plan) is stimulating management and executive 
interest in air charter services. 

6. These are weighted average figures, with weights reflecting shipments of the variolll! turbine models. 
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turboprap aircraft have increased approximately 26 
percent. With these increases in used turbine prices 
and stabilization of new turbine prices, parity has 
been reestablished between the new and used turbine 
markets, making new aircraft purchases more 
attractive than in the recent past. 

Throughout the late 1970s, prices of a used three-year
old turboprop aircraft were approximately 25 to 30 
percent below new turboprop prices. This discount fell 
to approximately 50 percent by 1985. Today, used 
turboprop_ prices are approaching 80 percent of new 
turboprop prices. A similar phenomenon occurred in 
the new and used jet markets. For example, during 
the late 1970s prices of used three-year-old medium 
jets were approximately 30 percent below new jet 
prices on average, and the discount dipped to 
approximately 55 percent by 1984-85. Today, used !if 
prices are approaching 80 percent of new jet prices. 

Because historic price parity between new and used 
turbine aircraft has been reestablished, sales of new 
general aviation turbine aircraft are expected to show 
continued improvement over the levels observed 
during the mid-1980s. However, year-to-year 
variations will continue to reflect the idiosyncrasies of 
turbine markets and the timing of specific purchasing 
decisions. 

No dramatic changes in operating cost of EGA 
aircraft are expected over the forecast period. Fuel 
prices, in particular, are expected to show modest 
growth, reflecting the persistent softness in world oil 
markets. It should be noted, however, that recent fuel 
price increases at the fixed base operator (FBO) level 
appear excessive, given conditions in world energy 
markets and the prices commercial operators are 
paying for jet fuel. 

The Pilot Pool. Increasing the number of student 
pilots and, thereby, the flow of new pilots into the 
private pilot pool is especially critical to recovery in 
light general aviation activity. EGA, however, is less 
constrained by the current pool of qualified pilots 
(private and commercial pilots) and is competitive in 
attracting pilots, especially those choosing to leave 
military flying (see Table 6). An executive-pilot 
bottleneck, therefore, is not anticipated over the 
forecast period, and pilot availability should not 
constrain or inhibit growth in EGA fleet size or hours 
flown. 

TABLE 6. rRIV ATE AND COMMERCIAL PILOTS 

Year Private Commercial Total 
Pilots Pilots 

1975 305863 189342 495205 
1976 309005 187801 496806 
1977 327424 188763 516187 
1978 337644 185833 523477 
1979 343276 182097 525373 
1980 357479 183442 540921 
1981 328562 168580 497142 
1982 322094 165093 487187 
1983 318643 159495 478138 
1984 320086 155929 476015 
1985 311086 151632 462718 
1986 305736 147798 453534 
1987 300949 143645 444594 
1988 299786 143030 442816 

Source: FAA 

Nonetheless, there is a continuing shortage of 
qualified maintenance and ground-support 
technicians, and deficiencies in these skill areas need 
to be addressed from a system perspective since they 
adversely affect general aviation, regional operators, 
and commercial airlines. 

New Product Development. Neither technological 
advances nor new technology applications underlie the 
consensus forecast, and neither is expected to have a 
significant impact on the projected growth paths for 
turbine shipments, fleet growth, or utilization. There 
will be new models built, but these new products will 
incorporate evolutionary rather than revolutionary 
changes. It is unlikely the new turboprop market will 
show substantial improvement without new 
technologies (for example, new engine designs 
applying ceramics), but these do not appear on the 
forecast horizon. New turboprop sales over the 
forecast period will be driven by replacement and 
turnover demand, especially among short-haul business 
flyers, creating a sustainable but smaller new 
turboprop market, compared to the late 1970s. 

Composite aircraft will soon be flying, but their 
availability is not expected to significantly enlarge the 
turboprop market. Instead, these new types of aircraft 
likely will appeal to a thin market niche between the 
upper end of the turboprop market and the light jet 
market Because of their new technologies, price, and 
performance characteristics, they will perhaps define 
a new category of EGA aircraft. 

7. These percentages are based on used prices reported in MarketLine, Vol. 1, no. 2. 

8. These price-ratio comparisollB are based on specific vintages, but they illustrate a general tightness in used turbine markets. There is also evidence 
that used aircraft prices are starting to level off, as have new aircraft prices. This suggest the parity ratio of 80 percent may au.stain itself. 



The general aviation jet market will continue to grow 
on the basis of derivative aircraft, especially in the 
medium and light classes. An entry level business jet 
in the $2-million range would have an immediate 
additional positive impact on jet shipments. The 
consensu~ forecast does not included this effect, 
however. 

Although it is clearly outside the forecast range, and 
highly speculative in nature, there appears to be 
embryonic interest in a supersonic executive business 
jet. The interest is being nurtured by the increasing 
internationalization of business and commerce, the 
continuing and impressive economic development of 
second tier countries in the Pacific Basin, anticipation 
of an integrated European economy and Perestroika, 
and increasing concern among some corporate 
execut1nes about convenience, personal and flight 
safety. Though a supersonic executive aircraft 
would be very costly to develop and expensive to 
purchase (possibly in the range of $50 million to $100 
million), it may be cost-effective to operate if 
managed under the umbrella of a fleet management 
organization or some other type of time-sharing 
arrangement. 

Background Conditions. A variety of background 
conditions may influence the path or direction of 
EGA activity, including legislation to bring liability 
costs under control, changes in the certification 
process, and - foremost for EGA - the performance 
of the national and world economies. With respect to 
the overall economic climate, it appears that general 
aviation manufacturers are in a position to weather 
either a "soft landing" of the domestic economy or 
mild world rec~ion, if one should occur within the 
forecast period. 

Three factors provide confidence that general 
aviation manufacturers will not soon experience 
another dramatic downturn in production, sales, and 
employment, even if the national or world economies 
falter. First, an abundant supply of high quality used 
aircraft does not exist. Second, price parity has been 
reestablished between used and new turbine aircraft 
as a result of the reduction in the supply of used 
aircraft, and this makes the purchase of a new 
general aviation turboprop or jet aircraft more 
attractive. These two points already have been 
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discussed. Third, a replacement-demand bubble 
containing IO-year-old aircraft will be feeding new 
aircraft sales in the early 1990s. This replacement 
bubble was put in motion by the 1979-1981 sales spurt. 
Liability costs continue to be the most serious problem 
confronting general aviation aircraft manufacturers, 
and liability expenses are now the largest single 
expense in manufacturing piston driven aircraft. A 
bill limiting product liability for general aviation 
manufacturers has been introduced in Congress, but 
passage is uncertain. Eventually, however, the 
problems with manufacturer's liability exposure must 
be addressed at the Federal level. Until that time, the 
general aviation fleet will continue to grow and age, 
placing upward pressure on already substantial 
liability costs. 

As the issue of aging aircraft intensifies because of 
publicity focused on commercial airline accidents and 
aircraft maintenance, it becomes important to 
distinguish between commercial aircraft and general 
aviation aircraft (Data Issue #7). Aging and aged 
commercial and general aviation aircraft have very 
different use and stress profiles; and it would be 
imprudent to impose universal or blanket inspection, 
replacement, or maintenance requirements on all 
aircraft reaching a specific age. A 20-year-old 
business/executive jet is in much better condition than 
a 20-year old commercial airliner. The business jet 
most likely has flown an average of 300-400 hours per 
year and has an expected future life of at least an 
additional 10 years (Data Issue #5). On the other 
hand, the commercial jet airliner has flown many 
more hours, gone through a significantly larger 
nu?1-ber of c~les, and is approaching average 
retirement age. 

Infrastructure, Access, and Executive General 
Aviation. Probably the most important determinant of 
the health of EGA is its of level access to the air 
transportation system, especially airports. Any 
pronouncement or policy that curtails or denies access 
to the air transportation system by executive aircraft 
will have a commensurate negative effect on growth 
and expansion of this segment of general aviation. In 
the longer term, not only is EGA damaged by such 
constraints, but cities and communities that prohibit 
or constrain access by EGA may do harm to their local 
and regional economies, as corporations factor such 

9. It is unlikely an entry level jet would incorporate new technologies; rather it is more likely costs would be controlled through new organizations 
of production. 

10. See "Airlines Skid on Bad Moves, Bad News," The Wall Street Joumnl, September 10, 1989, p. Bl. 

11. The cllm!Ilt economic recovery is approaching its eighth year and it is probably unrealistic to think it can continue unintemipted for another 
six. Nonetheleoo, at this time, there are no warning signals pointing to an immediate downturn in the U.S. economy. Inflationary pressures seem 
to be under control of the Federal Reserve, and the economy is growing at a 2.5-percent rate. The "soft landing" scenario is still valid. 

12. Some studies suggest that commercial aircraft are retired after approximately 22 years, on average 
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prohibitions into corporate location and expansion 
decisions (Data Issue # 1 ). The chance that a city or 
community will attract or retain a corporate 
headquarters or major production facility is reduced 
if firms are denied use of EGA. 

The issue of airport access can quickly turn into an 
emotional debate ignoring the fact that denying access 
to EGA will neither eliminate the demand for 
premium, point-to-point air transportation services nor 
appreciably reduce congestion at major airports. In 
formulating an airport and airspace access policy as 
part of a larger national (air) transportation policy, 
some important distinctions need to be made. 

First, it is important to recognize that airports are 
public facilities, built and maintained with public 
resources to promote the common good. This "merit 
good" aspect explains why public monies and public 
subsidies have supported the development of the 
airport system over the years. 

Second, the monopoly position of airports in the air 
transportation system needs to be recognized. 
Arguments favoring deregulation of airports and the 
encouragement of profit-maximizing airport 
management not only overlook the "merit good" 
argument for their existence, but also overlook the 
potential monopoly power any airport has in its region 
and the entire system This potential monopoly power 
exists because airports are able to control entry, exit, 
and throughput Market solutions can be efficient 
when there are no spill-over effects (positive or 
negative) and when competition exists or potential 
competitors can be identified. Such preconditions do 
not describe airports in the air transportation system 

Third, it is important to talk accurately about the 
effect general aviation has on airspace and airport 
congestion (Data Issue #4). Only rarely will a small, 
single-engine piston aircraft fly into a hub airport or 
other major landing facility. Smaller general aviation 
aircraft are not tied down at major airports, and the 
complex flight and landing procedures controlling air 
traffic around them dissuade the recreational flyer 
from considering such an intrusion. 

Fourth, EGA aircraft do use major airports, including 
the most important commercial hubs. Hub locations 
are not only transportation nodes; they also tend to be 
centers of business and commerce, locations which 
business executives and managers must have timely 
and efficient access. EGA provides this kind of high
value, premium air travel that is unavailable elsewhere 
and cannot be provided by a commercial air operation 
based on a hub-and-spoke structure and mass market 

demands. Fortunately EGA aircraft are flown by 
professional flight crews, knowledgeable in proper 
flight procedures and practices and sensitive to the 
limits of the air transportation network. 

Fifth, denying access to major airports by general 
aviation aircraft will not solve the congestion 
problems plaguing the air transportation system The 
congestion and inefficiencies that exist today are the 
result of the investments not made yesterday from the 
funds earmarked to maintain, expand, and enhance 
the air transportation infrastructure. The congestion 
in our air transportation system also results from the 
uneven distribution of commercial air traffic, 
characteristic of a hub-and-spoke arrangement 
Because the hub-and-spoke structure has become the 
industry standard, it is possible for a few very clogged 
airports to disrupt and, at times, bring to a standstill 
the flo'f3 of traffic through an entire branch of the 
system 

The questions involving infrastructure and congestion 
in the air transportation system are paramount. ·But, 
it also is important to realize that answers need to 
evolve from a national perspective that recognizes the 
legitimate place of all categories of users and accepts 
the responsibility to undertake prudent investments 
that enhance and expand the infrastructure (e.g., the 
development of reliever airports) to support the 
increasing demands for commercial, regional, and 
general aviation air travel. 

Data Needs 

To some extent any forecast is speculative because it 
is based on historical trends and the presumption that 
the forecaster (or forecasting group) understands the 
present. Better or more complete data can improve 
forecasts by bringing the past into clearer focus while 
improving understanding of present conditions. The 
forecasting exercise summarized herein has identified 
several important data issues, including: 

I. The need for a more integrated data base that 
allows for a better understanding of how the parts 
of the air transportation fit together, including 
ground transportation systems that feed and nourish 
the air transportation system 

2. A data base sponsored or supported by TRB that 
would allow researchers to work from a common 
analytical foundation. In particular, this data base 
should include a consensus forecast of national 
economic variables based on a common set of data 
definitions. 

13. One can only imagine the reductions in congestion (and in social coets) that would result if coast-to-coast commercial air travel were evenly 
distributed among intervening airports. 



3. A more detailed tracking of general aviation 
exports and imports by type of aircraft Such data 
should track exports both of new and used aircraft, 
by type: single-engine piston, multi-engine piston, 
turboprop, light jet, medium jet, and heavy jet. These 
data would allow for better planning to accommodate 
fleet size and use and assist in monitoring 
international competitiveness. 

4. A reporting or tabulation of general aviation flight 
plan data supporting origination-destination analysis. 
This would provide a basis for analyzing the nature of 
EGA activity in support of a more reasoned planning 
effort. 

5. More timely reporting of current general aviation 
activity such as flight hours and general aviation 
operations. Currently released data are out of date 
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and not very useful in trying to anticipate turning 
points in general aviation activity. 

6. Information on the actual operators of general 
aviation aircraft that would allow for better FAA 
communications and provide more useful information 
on who is actually usirrn general aviation aircraft. 
The latter would be important to more accurate 
modeling and forecasting of general aviation activity. 

7. A broader distribution of information on the 
number of active and inactive aircraft, perhaps with 
a more stringent criteria for defining active aircraft. 
Currently defined active aircraft could be categorized 
and reported by a simple classification according to 
hours flown during the year. These kinds of data 
would support identification of growth spots, 
especially the types of aircraft flown and the uses to 
which they are put 
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HELICOPTERS 

W. Frederick Tiller 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company 

Susan Godar 
Agusta Aerospace Corporation 

The objective of the panel on civil helicopter aviation 
was to identify major issues that are viewed as 
inhibitors to rotorcraft advancement, to develop 
conclusions, and to identify actions that could resolve 
the issues. The panel was comprised of expert 
representatives from helicopter and heliports 
operators, aviation media, manufacturers, Department 
of Defense, Department of Commerce, FAA, 
emergency medical services, Port Authority of New 
York/New Jersey, and professional helicopter 
associations. 

Economic Outlook for Rotorcraft Industry 

Based upon a Department of Commerce economic 
briefing, the general outlook for the rotorcraft 
industry is encouraging. As depicted in Figure I, civil 
rotorcraft sales bottomed out in 1987. Orders for some 
manufacturers in 1988 and 1989 have been brisk, 
particularly in the light single and light twin-engine 
categories. U.S. rotorcraft sales are adding to the 
overall U.S. aerospace trade surplus. Iraq, Japan, 
Singapore, UK., and Australia should continue to be 
the top U.S. export markets. Japan, which will soon 
be the country with the third largest number of 
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registered helicopters in the free world, has plans for 
hundreds of new heliports. The market continues to 
be void of good used helicopters primarily because of 
extraordinary increased foreign purchases. Offshore 
activity is still relatively stagnant; emergency medical 
service has slowed down and is restructuring; public 
service is fairly active; and executive and private sales 
are on the upswing. Modest annual increases in sales 
are expected for the next decade. From the 
presentation came two facts particularly pertinent to 
the panel: rotorcraft, as a percentage of the commuter 
aircraft fleet, are still almost nonexistent - 1.3 percent; 
and rotorcraf t utilization in the commuter market is 
also virtually nonexistent -- 0.3 percent. (Figures 2 and 
3) The unmistakable message is that rotorcraft are 
still not looked upon by the airlines and airports as a 
viable solution to airport and airspace congestion and 
related ground transportation problems. The obvious 
answer, as articulated in the 1985 and 1987 helicopter 
panels in Chapter 4 of the draft 1989 Rotorcraft 
Master Plan, is the need for the FAA, airline industry, 
and National Airspace System (NAS) to encompass the 
rotorcraf t industry as part of the solution to airspace, 
airport, and ground-related congestion problems. 

The panel agreed that there is still a growing need for 
rotorcraft. However, it was recognized that the 
rotorcraft industry has been unable to exploit the 
market potential fully. Although there are many 
reasons, two specific barriers stand out above the 
others: public acceptance and lack of public heliports. 
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Source: U.S . Department of Commerce 

FIGURE 1. U.S. Rotorcraft Shipments 
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FIGURE 2. U.S. Commuter Aircraft Fleet - 1988 
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FIGURE 3. Utilization of the U.S. Commuter Aircraft Fleet - 1988 
(Percent Shares of HoUl'B Flown) 

Regarding public acceptance, the general public is still 
ambivalent about the benefits that can be derived 
from rotorcraft and views helicopters as noisy, 
relatively unsafe, and an intrusion on privacy. 

The panel applauded the proactive efforts of FAA in 
acting as a rotorcraft advocate by publishing the 
Rotorcraft Master Plan, the Advisory Circular for 
Heliport Design, and the draft Advisory Circular for 
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Vertiport Design and by sponsoring aviation panels, 
participating with professional rotorcraft 
organizations, such as the Helicopter Association 
International and the American Helicopter Society, 
and working with industry. Additionally, FAA has 
capitalized on the favorable publicity of the tiltrotor 
by establishing a tiltrotor program office and 
including tiltrotors in vertiport designs. These actions 
and the recognition and acceptance of emergency 
medical service (EMS) helicopter benefits by the 
general public will strengthen public acceptance of 
helicopter operations. But it was recognized that more 
must be done. 

The Panel concluded that: (l) the rotorcraft industry 
should support the collective efforts of FAA and 
professional rotorcraft associations to establish a 
program involving rotorcraft users and beneficiaries 
when and were possible to promote rotorcraft and 
heliports to non-aviation groups-e.g., city planners, 
architects, and the general public as a part of its 
mission to "foster the growth of aviation"; (2) FAA 
should reissue its "Benefits of Rotorcraf t" booklet and 
develop a corresponding video; (3) TRB should sponsor 
a study on the potential for commercial helicopters 
and tiltrotor aircraft to augment intercity and regional 
operations. (At the 1990 TRB Annual Meeting there 
was a panel of non-rotorcraft members from the 
airline industry to discuss "Commercial Aviation: 
Aviation: Is There a Niche for Rotorcraft?"); (4) the 
Rotorcraft Master Plan should be incorporated in the 
National Transportation Plan being established by the 
Secretary of Transportation; and (5) because of the 
current visibility and interest in the tiltrotor, FAA and 
other agencies should consider both helicopters and 
tiltrotors in proper proportion, and viable helicopter 
programs should continue to be supported during the 
development and acceptance of the tiltrotor. 

Discussion Topics 

Panel discussion was limited to the following: (1) 
heliport and vertiport activities and impact on future 
rotorcraft aviation, (2) Department of Defense budget 
impacts, (3) cost factors, (4) technology needs, (5) 
insurance, and (6) international rule making. 

Heliports and Vertiports. The lack of public heliports 
continues to stifle rotorcraft expansion. In Chapter 4 
of the draft FAA 1989 Rotorcraft Master Plan the 
need for heliports and vertiports and specifically 
designated rotorcraft airways and approach criteria in 
and around heliports and vertiports and commercial 
airfields is specified. Currently, rotorcraf t must fly 
within fixed-wing airspace under fixed-wing flight 
rules and use public airports. As a result,the unique 
advantages of vertical takeoff /landing aircraft cannot 
be exploited. 

Heliports convenient to downtown population centers 
are absolutely essential for the rotorcraft industry to 
relieve airport and airspace congestion. The panel felt 
that, if no additional population-center heliports or 
vertiports were built, the impact on the rotorcraf t 
industry would be severe. There is a direct correlation 
between public heliports and rotorcraft activities. 
Properly placed public heliports and vertiports will 
attract rotorcraft business, as exemplified by the New 
York City Wall Street and Indianapolis heliports. 

At the present time, there are well over 4000 heliports 
in the U.S. Over 90 percent of these heliports are 
private and are not eligible for government funding 
support. Without that funding, private heliport owners 
may not make the minimum improvements necessary 
to qualify as FAA-approved public heliports. 
Additionally, to meet the needs of the population 
centers (rather than the center of cities), heliports and 
vertiports should have IFR capabilities and reasonable 
SVFR minimums to provide safe scheduled service. 

Because there are only a limited number of public 
heliports, the growth of rotorcraft and rotorcraf t 
operations remains constrained. Funds exist in the 
Aviation Trust Fund for heliport expansion, but there 
are few applicants. Much of the promotion, both by 
industry organizations and FAA, has been to 
aviation-related groups who already have an interest 
in the growth of heliports. 

It was concluded that: (1) FAA should conduct a 
statistical analysis on the feasibility of rotorcraft 
relieving congestion at airports and take the lead in 
bringing together airline, community officials, and 
rotorcraft operators to address and resolve the airport 
and ground transportation congestion problems; (2) 
heliport planning should be focused on population 
centers as opposed to city centers, and these heliports 
should connect with other forms of transportation 
(railways, interstates, remote parking facilities, etc.) to 
provide true accessibility; and (3) FAA should 
investigate the means of encouraging and creating 
quasi-public or joint private-public heliports and 
vertiports in order to expand public access to existing 
and new facilities. 

Department of Defense Budget Impacts. The 
rotorcraf t industry is changing as a result of shrinking 
worldwide defense budgets. In the past, every major 
helicopter manufacturer relied heavily upon the 
military forces of its government for support. Not 
only have the military services been the best 
customers, they have also funded the R&D programs, 
from which were derived many civil technological 
advancements. Also, many of today's civil pilots 
received their initial pilot training in military service. 



With the advent of "world peace", lessening threats, 
and reduced U.S. and NATO military budgets, many 
of the current military programs are being reduced, 
stretched, or cancelled. As an example, the U.S. Army 
plans to retire approximately 2000 utility heliports into 
the commercial market. These helicopters will not be 
replaced. 

There are both pros and cons to this type of program 
It will provide relatively inexpensive helicopters with 
which civil operators can refurbish their fleets. 
Conversely, with helicopter manufacturers just now 
recovering from years of depressed sales, a flood of 
relatively inexpensive retired military helicopters into 
the commercial market will undoubtedly affect new 
and used sales. It may also burden manufacturers 
with liability exposure and put into the civil fleet 
helicopters that are not certified for civil use. 
(Limited airworthiness certification to "Restrictive 
Category" will not necessarily protect the public.) As 
the former FAA Administrator, T. Allan McArtor, 
said in the spring issue of ROTOR magazine, "- there 
needs to be an intensive review of the facts [aesthetics, 
noise, legality, etc.] before additional [military] 
helicopters are retired." 

The panel concluded that 0MB should conduct a cost
benefit analysis to study both the short- and long-term 
effect of the release of retired military helicopters into 
the commercial market. 

Budget constraints are creating another kind of 
problem for the helicopter industry: a pilot and 
mechanic shortage. Pilots are not acquiring sufficient 
flight time and experience to obtain employment after 
their discharge. The most critical and near-term 
problem is the shortage of mechanics. There is no 
transition program for maintenance personnel like 
that for pilots. Military mechanics do not receive the 
breadth of training or practice that is required for 
civil A&P license. While pilots operate under both 
civil and military air regulations, mechanics have little 
exposure to civil regulations. Thus, they are not 
qualified to obtain civilian employment in the field 
upon discharge without further training. 

The panel also concluded that (I) the Department of 
Defense should investigate a limited or modified 
revival of the GI Bill to provide transition training to 
support the aviation industry as a national initiative; 
and (2) FAA should institute an awareness campaign 
involving state education agencies to promote aviation 
maintenance as a career. 

Cost Factors. Heliport operations are capital intensive, 
whether commercial, corporate, or public 
service/governmental. Many times government 
contracts for helicopter services are for such short 
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terms and are predicated on such circumstances (forest 
fires, for example) that commercial operators are not 
able to bid cost-effectively. As a result, government 
entities use military helicopters, or other governmental 
helicopters, to provide these services sometimes 
without due regard for actual cost to taxpayers. A 
precedent has been set for longer-term contracts with 
fixed-wing aerial tankers used in fighting fires, which 
has resulted in a stabilized, responsive, fleet of civil 
fixed-wing aerial tankers. 

This issue lacks sufficient documentation to justify a 
request to government agencies to review and 
restructure contract laws. In any event, it does not 
seem likely that longer contracts to promote 
acquisition could be legislated. Equipment 
replacement is undoubtedly an allowable overhead 
expense now. The operators will have to deal with 
this in a free-market environment. Apparently the 
procuring agencies are being served adequately by the 
winning competitors. If, indeed, it is an unfair 
business practice, the problem needs more careful 
documentation. 

The question was raised as to whether U.S. commercial 
operators are charging enough to facilitate 
continuation of their business particularly in light of 
rising cost for acquisition and maintenance of new 
and used helicopters. The consensus was that 
commercial operations in the United States have 
traditionally been and still are underpriced when 
compared with the costs of operations, capital 
investment, and helicopter services in the rest of the 
world. Such low prices will not facilitate the 
procurement of supplemental or replacement aircraft. 

It was concluded that (I) TRB and HAI should work 
together to fully document the impact of short-term 
contracting practices on the viability of specialized 
helicopter operations business; and (2) HAI, as the 
trade association for the civil helicopter industry, and 
other entities as appropriate, should take action to 
document the impact of civil helicopter rate structures 
on safety and sustained operations. 

Technology Needs. Because of increased development 
costs and less government participation in R&D 
programs, some manufacturers are forced to "reinvent 
the wheel" rather than develop new commercially 
applicable technologies for rotorcraft. The industry 
would be better served by a cohesive government
industry or manufacturer-manufacturer effort to 
accomplish such items as increased engine reliability 
( e.g., an engine that goes to TBO with health usage 
monitoring), certification for flight into known icing, 
night vision capabilities for both EMS and public 
service operations, noise level reduction, low altitude 
communication including NavSat networking, 
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airframe maintainability, and safety improvements. 
No one manufacturer has the capability or funding 
necessary to make all these technology leaps. 

The panel concluded that NASA, DOD, FAA and 
AHS should jointly identify commercially applicable 
technology projects and develop the innovative means 
for achieving joint sponsorship of high priority 
research tasks that are broadly applicable to the 
rotorcraft industry. Relaxation of the constraints 
brought on by anti-trust fears should be ameliorated 
to allow the formation of technology consortiums by 
manufacturers. 

Technology, however, is only as good as the knowledge 
of the people using it. One of the most critical needs 
in this area is in judgmental training. Situation 
awareness programs are needed both for pilots and 
people who work in and around helicopters, e.g., flight 
nurses and police. 

insurance. The good news is that the cost of hull 
insurance for helicopters has decreased from about ten 
percent of total acquisition cost in 1985 to about three 
percent today. This tends to be a cyclical occurrence, 
which implies that the situation will change and rates 
may again rise. No forecast was made as to the timing 
of the rise. 

The bad news is that the high costs of liability 
insurance continue to inhibit the industry. Several 
bills (H.R. 2238 and S. 473) have been introduced in 
the Congress for tort liability reform. Each year the 
relevant bill comes closer to passing, but, as yet, none 
has reached that point. 

The panel concluded that passage of liability tort 
reform legislation is needed to remove this major 
obstacle to the growth of aviation in the United States. 

International Rule Making. Two major groups are 
presently making or influencing international 
regulations that cover the gamut from aircraft 
certification to pilot currency training. These groups 
are the International Civil Aviation Organization and 
the European Economic Community. At this time, 
FAA has elected to take an observer role in the ICAO 
meetings rather than have a direct voice in the 
proceedings. Concern was expressed that, in both the 
development of JARS by the EEC and regulations by 
ICAO, American operators and manufacturers 

could be competitively restricted from operating. For 
example, helicopters certified in the United States are 
likely not to be approved for operation in Europe 
without further testing and modifications at the 
operators' expense. 

It was concluded that.FAA, in concert with the U.S. 
Department of Commerce and rotorcraft industry, 
should explore opportunities to ensure that U.S. 
aerospace companies remain competitive. 

Data Needs 

The additional subject discussed by the panel at the 
request of the Transportation Research Board was 
data collection. The requirement was to assess the 
quality and availability of rotorcraft industry data 
and identify areas where the data base could be 
improved. This special task is presented as part of this 
report because data collection within the rotorcraft 
industry is considered poor. Although there are 
several government agencies and individual 
manufacturers collecting and compiling rotorcraft 
data, none is considered totally accurate, and only a 
couple are considered marginally credible. 
Manufacturers have excellent historical delivery data. 
After a second resale, the data become vague, 
particularly if the unit is purchased by foreign 
concerns. Even rotorcraft registry agencies lose track 
after resale occurs. 

There are several aspects to the problem. Part of the 
problem has to do with definition of the type of 
rotorcraft -- production, experimental, homebuilt, 
reclassified, etc. Another problem is the reluctance of 
some operators to report data because of zoning, 
liability, competition, taxes, or just poor record 
keeping. Also, when an operator sells a used helicopter 
and reports it, the sale may or may not be officially 
recorded. The buyer may or may not correctly 
reregister the aircraft, thus creating a break in the 
record keeping of a given mainframe. 

The panel concluded that FAA should establish a 
panel to examine the magnitude and impact of this 
issue and propose appropriate regulatory procedures to 
correct the existing infrastructure deficiencies. 
Additionally, FAA should conduct a one-time effort 
to identify by tail number and airframe identification 
all existing rotorcraft in North America. 



LIGHT GENERAL AVIATION (FIXED WING) 

Ronald L. Swanda 
General Aviation Manufacturers Association 

Light General Aviation (LGA) is defined for this 
purpose as both single- and multi-piston-engine 
powered, fixed-wing airplanes weighing less than 
12,500 lbs. This definition does not include rotorcraft, 
which are discussed in the previous section of this 
Circular. 

Since approximately 75 percent all of the world's light 
general aviation aircraft are operated in the United 
States, the status of LGA in this country is probably 
indicative of its worldwide status. 

Important Factors Affecting LGA 

Product Liability. Product liability costs have helped 
cause new piston-engine aircraft sales to decline from 
over 16,000 units in 1978 to an estimated 1,100 units in 
1989. The single largest cost of building a small 
aircraft - larger than material or labor - is product 
liability. Entire aircraft model line have been 
discontinued and factories closed. U.S. manufacturers 
have announced, however, that should legislation pass 
which reforms general aviation product liability laws, 
they will immediately reintroduce small piston-engine 
powered aircraft. Low rates of new aircraft 
production have increased the average age of U.S. 
LGA aircraft to 23 years. Twenty-five percent of the 
general aviation fleet is more than 32 years old. 
Employment by aircraft manufacturers has 
plummeted by more than 65 percent 

Innovation in LGA products has slowed as 
manufacturers are forced to cancel the introduction of 
new technology. Start-up manufacturers find it very 
difficult to obtain financing for new aircraft models. 
Lending institutions are very reluctant to provide 
start-up capital for a new company that could be 
subject to irrational and unpredictable product 
liability lawsuits. Consumers often find it difficult to 
purchase high quality used aircraft and replacement 
parts. The U.S. general aviation manufacturing 
industry is losing its position as the world's leading 
supplier of LGA airplanes. Foreign manufacturers are 
making plans to fill the void left by the U.S. product 
liability crisis. 

Aviation Infrastructure. The number of airports open 
for public use in the United States declined five 
percent between 1983 and 1988 (from 5,628 down to 
5,352). 

Most of the decline in the number of public-use 
airports occurred in privately owned, public-use 
airports. These airports account for 25 percent of all 
public-use airports in the United States. Ten states 
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account for over half of the 298 privately-owned, 
public-use airports lost since 1983. (Texas, Ohio, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma, Illinois, Michigan, 
California, Indiana, and Iowa lost at total of 152 
airports in this period.) 

Access to existing airports and airspace by LGA 
aircraft is under constant challenge and review. 
Recent court decisions which overturned the 
Massachusetts Port Authority's PACE plan (which 
sought to restrict airport access to large aircraft by 
setting much higher landing fees for small aircraft) 
affirmed that it is the role of the Federal Government, 
not local airport authorities, to regulate the operational 
mix of aircraft at an airport. Other proposals to 
ration airport capacity, such as peak hour pricing, are 
likely to be proposed in the near future. With the 
precedent established by the Massport PACE decision 
however, it is unlikely that any system prohibiting 
general aviation operations, either directly or 
indirectly, would be allowed. 

The most likely cause of local restrictions on airport 
operations is noise. Communities often seek to limit 
noise by instituting bans on aircraft certificated under 
the Stage 2 noise standards. Although "Stage" 
standards apply only to jet aircraft, general aviation 
business jets are included. This approach completely 
ignores the fact that, because certification standards 
were designed to allow larger aircraft to make more 
noise than smaller ones, many Stage 2 general aviation 
aircraft actually make less noise than the supposedly 
more advanced Stage 3 air carrier aircraft. Small 
propeller drive airplanes are certified to a different 
standard that recognizes their generally lower noise 
levels. For these reasons, bans on general aviation 
aircraft because of noise are unlikely. 

However, restrictions on general aviation operations 
(such as training prohibitions) because of noise 
proliferate at many airports. Many of these 
restrictions will continue to handicap the national 
transportation system until the federal government 
institutes a national noise policy. 

Although access to existing major airports is a 
significant factor influencing LGA, a more important 
factor is the total number of general aviation and 
reliever airports. Given an adequate alternative, LGA 
operators will not operate at congested major airports. 

The percent of LGA traffic at the 22 busiest major 
airports has been consistently declining. Much of the 
remaining traffic operates during non-peak hours or 
non-interfering general aviation runways. Recent 
increases in air traffic delays are not being caused by 
increased general aviation traffic at major airports. 
Bans on general aviation operations at major airports, 
therefore, are unlikely. 
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Demographics. By 1990, 25 million Americans will be 
between the ages of 45 and 54, by 1995 there will be 
30 million, and by the year 2000 38 million. The 
average age of an individual holding a student pilot 
certificate was 32.5 years in 1988, and increases in the 
population's mean age could indicate fewer people will 
enter pilot training. 

On the other hand, student pilots entering training 
today are more likely to be starting an aviation career 
rather than learning to fly solely for recreational 
purposes. With anticipated strong demand for airline 
pilots, student pilot training could increase. 

Americans are also becoming wealthier. Currently, 
18.5 percent of the population earns more than $50,000 
per year. Much of this wealth comes from the fact 
that five percent of those now in the work force hold 
a second job. Increasing wealth and decreasing leisure 
time suggest that available leisure time will be more 
highly valued, and that individuals may be willing 
and able to spend more money for their leisure 
activities. Increasing numbers of business and 
pleasure travellers may seek to make their travel more 
efficient by chartering general aviation aircraft or 
learning to fly. 

Regulatory Envjronment. U.S. airspace is becoming 
more complex, congested, and regulated. The Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA), in order to assure 
safety, has placed several new requirements on 
aircraft operators. Aircraft operating within 30 miles 
of the main airport inside a Terminal Control Area 
(TCA) must now have altitude-encoding transponders, 
even if they are not within the TCA. TCAs are 
currently located at the 26 busiest airports, and their 
number is expected to grow. Regulated airspace, 
known as Airport Radar Service Areas (ARSA), now 
surrounds nearly 150 midsize airports, requiring pilots 
to establish radio contact before entering space. 

Higher standards of pilot training, especially recurrent 
training, are being considered. Currently, many 
insurance companies will not insure pilots unless they 
agree to additional or recurrent training. While these 
equipment and operating requirements may increase 
safety, they also increase the cost of flying to some 
degree and may decrease the perceived utility of 
general aviation. 

Operators of piston-powered airplanes,especially those 
that operate older, less sophisticated aircraft primarily 
for recreation, are very price-sensitive. Even the 
slightest increase in operating expense or the need for 
additional aircraft equipment may cause the operator 
to reduce the annual hours flown or to stop flying 
completely. This current regulatory environment is 
believed by some to be a significant factor in the 
decline in flight hours and activity levels in the 
general aviation fleet over the last decade. At the 

same time, this regulatory environment has probably 
made a significant contribution to general aviation's 
improving safety record. 

General aviation is a fleet of older aircraft; 25 
percent of U.S. general aviation aircraft are more than 
32 years old. As with any piece of capital equipment, 
older LGA aircraft may reach a point where the 
maintenance required to keep the aircraft airworthy 
is prohibitively expensive. 

Although a properly maintained and inspected LGA 
aircraft does not necessarily have a life limit, many 
years of poor maintenance or inspection are likely to 
leave the aircraft unairworthy. The result of these 
additional inspections, therefore, could be the 
retirement of older LGA aircraft that are in poor 
condition. 

Economic Environment. Although shipments of new 
aircraft have declined in recent years for reasons 
previously discussed, the existing fleet of 188,000 
active general aviation piston-engine aircraft remains 
a significant provider of transportation in the U.S. 
economy. In 1988, for instance, general aviation 
transported approximately 120 million passengers and 
flew nearly 34 million hours. As such, general 
aviation is affected by changes in U.S. Gross National 
Product, expendable income, interest rates, corporate 
profits, inflation rates, business confidence, and the 
overseas value of the dollar. 

Since 1980, however, external factors, such as 
uncertainties about product liability in the U.S. legal 
system, have changed and obscured the traditional 
relationship between general aviation and the 
economy. The general aviation industry has certainly 
restructured since 1980, but not to the point where it 
operates independently of the U.S. economy. More 
research is needed to discover these current 
relationships. 

A recent study commissioned by the Partnership For 
Improved Air Travel on the economic impact of 
general aviation on the U.S. economy shows earnings 
of $12.2 million and employment for 532,528 people. 

Current Status of Light General Aviation 

F leet Size. There are currently about 187,500 active 
piston-engine aircraft in the U.S. general aviation fleet 
-- a number that has remained relatively constant since 
1979. New piston-powered aircraft production 
declined rapidly in the early 1980s and then stabilized. 
Product liability problems have caused Cessna 
Aircraft Company, which at one time produced half 
of all world's new piston-engine airplanes, to halt 
production completely. This uncertain environment 
has also prevented many (but not all) U.S. 



manufacturers from bringing new models to market 
Some manufacturers are attempting to overcome 
product liability problems by implementing unique 
aircraft marketing programs. The Commander 
Aircraft Company, for instance, plans to lease newly 
produced aircraft, not sell them. Lessee's must agree 
to carry a minimum amount of liability insurance, 
which may be part of the monthly lease amount, and 
to undergo a minimum amount of transition and 
annual pilot training. As part of the lease agreement, 
the manufacturer may also set minimum pilot 
experience and certification standards. 

While several foreign manufacturers have been 
exporting piston-powered aircraft to the United States 
for several years, they have not yet taken the markets 
recently abandoned by U.S. manufacturers. For 
instance, no foreign manufacturer is currently 
marketing a two-seat training aircraft in this country. 
Manufacturers from Korea, France, Germany, and 
other countries, however, have announced their 
intentions to export LGA aircraft to the United States. 

While few new piston-engine aircraft have been 
entering the fleet, the number of aircraft leaving the 
U.S. fleet has accelerated. Foreign aircraft operators 
took advantage of favorable exchange rates and 
bought U.S. aircraft, increasing the number of used 
aircraft exported from the United States fivefold in 
only three years. 

Hours Flown. The number of hours flown by the U.S. 
piston-engine fleet peaked at 37.3 million hours in 
1979 and has declined every year since. There are, 
however, significant differences in the activity of 
each component of the piston-engine aircraft fleet. 

Personal hours flown in the piston-engine aircraft 
fleet gradually increased from a low of 8.0 million 
hours in 1985 to an all-time high of 10.5 million hours 
in 1987. This increase is most likely attributable to 
relatively stable aircraft operating costs, increased 
expendable income for consumers, and the increased 
utility of general aviation travel as commercial 
airfares and congestion at major airports increased. 
Hours flown in instructional use peaked at 6.3 million 
hours in 1979, and then hit a low of 4.1 million hours 
in 1985. Since 1985, instructional-use hours have 
gradually risen, reaching 5.1 million hours in 1988. 
During this recent pedod of increased training 
activity, the number of students starting pilot training 
has actua1ly been relatively stable. 

The steady decline in tbc "All Other" category of 
piston-engine aircraft flight hours, which is mainly 
business travel, is surprising. One possible explanation 
is that businesses are not willing to use older, 
air-weary aircraft in their business. Since the average 
piston-engine aircraft now is 32 years old, businesses 
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may be turning to the newer, used turbine-aircraft 
fleet for their transportation needs. In addition, the 
cost of purchasing a used turbine-aircraft is now 
relatively low, which may have brought the cost of 
turbine-powered aircraft into the range of small 
business owners. Another explanation for the decline 
in piston-engine aircraft business travel is that, since 
businesses use aircraft as productivity tools, they many 
not be satisfied with the cruise speeds offered by most 
piston-engine aircraft. 

Outlook for Light General Aviation 

Flying for personal use and instructional use will 
continue to increase; and as the current fleet of 
piston-powered aircraft ages, used aircraft will not be 
able to satisfy demand adequately. New aircraft sales 
will be stimulated, bringing additional aircraft into 
the fleet. 

Piston-engine aircraft flying for other than personal 
or instructional use will continue to decline. General 
aviation business travelers will continue to choose to 
travel in turbine-powered aircraft. 

New models of LGA aircraft are planned, but 
production will increase gradually. One U.S. 
manufacturer has already significantly increased 
production of piston aircraft in spite of product 
liability problems. Others have announced innovative 
plans to overcome high product liability costs. Several 
foreign manufacturers have also announced plans to 
export new LGA aircraft to the United States. 

Because of increased inspection requirements for older 
aircraft and better understanding of the aff ccts of 
aging, aircraft buyers will be better able to ascertain 
the true airworthiness of used aircraft. The attrition 
rate for piston aircraft will increase. 

The number of airports open for public use will 
continue to decline, somewhat mitigating the growth 
possibilities for general aviation. 

Because of the continuing federal deficit and the 
surpluses accumulating in the Aviation Trust Fund, 
small airports will nnd it increasingly difficult to get 
federal funding assistance for airport improvements, 
thus reducing the utility of these airports. 

Federal regulations will require more equipment on 
LGA aircraft, especially if those aircraft operate near 
large metropolitan areas. Even though each additional 
piece of equipment may have a small incremental cost, 
the combined effect will increase the cost of flying 
beyond the means of some operators, especially those 
that fly for recreation. Pilots who fly relatively few 
hours per year may become inactive or sell their 
aircraft. 
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Mandatory additional recurrency training for pilots 
will cause relatively inactive pilots to become 
completely inactive. Those pilots who remain active, 
however, will be more competent and skilled. Since 
most accidents involve pilot error, the general aviation 
accident rate will continue to improve. 

The U.S. LGA fleet, therefore, will grow at a rate 
about the same as real U.S. GNP during the next five 
years, but it will then accelerate to a growth rate 
somewhat higher than GNP. Passage of legislation 
instituting product liability reform could cause the 
fleet to grow at double these rates. 
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